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4. Emblem of peace - all wars shortly to end '?
5. Hebrew associated modest beauty & freshness c
Myrtles.
Isa. 55:13 111nstead of the thorn shall come up the fir t,
6. Esther's Heb. name Hadassah means Myrtle.
i
7. Was this God's covenant people so represented?
8. In the bottom - low place.
D. Horses behind Him.
1 • Red.
2. Speckled.
a.) Union of black & white.
b.) Checkered - state of affairs.
c.) Bays.
/d.) Sorrel - tawny - plait or intertwined.
3. White.
a .) Some assign work via color of horses - is this
accurate?
b.) Pale = hunger.
c.) White = conqueror.
4! Observations:
a .) Doesn't say they ha d ri ders tho probabl y di d •
b.) Purpose of vision is to stress the rider on the
red horse - thus not weakened by introducing
the Ca~l!ry!
c .) Seemi ng Iy different orders of ange Is •
d.) They are messengers, attendi ng Capt-. Jesus •
IV. He asks What are These?
.
A. A ngeianswers .
1. Lit. spake rn~me.
2. God appears as an angel.
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answers c good & Comfortable Word>.
& Conso
).
prophet alone -

it.

'tr,,,,tf"h ... ,, out a line.
a.) Once to "-1<>.,1-..,..,,,
b.) Now to build.
. 34: 11
cormorant and
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a.) Accurately it wi II be rebuilt.
b.) It will cause others to grow also.
~.) God can enlarge us.
Iso. 60:22 11A little one shall become a thousand, and
VI. I'm not rebuilding the Temple, nor do I expect
another, so what's in the story for me?
A. The Myrtles.
1. Low &. fragrant - Church lowly, but yields sweet
fragrance.
2. Yet Christ is there, Present, in midst of her.
3. Ever c covenant people.
B. There is a continuous interest and conversation of
God & Man.
C. Christ is ever reody & desires to give more
i
knowledge to those who want it.
!
D. The Leode.r is ever c the People. He~also interce1
E. Thecri, so restless, !tHow long!t 1 has ever been.
F. The threat of being at rest also there ..
G. There is ever the need to share the good news.
H. The love of God untj I shut out ever pursues the
sinner (Some conscious of the place they are but
not that they have a heavenly watcher).
I. God Keeps His Promises!
1. Reassurance (;0111" at the right time.
2. God reigns.
~
3. What promises the gospel has!
1Il~. :-4,••• li'~oJ we importune .God on behalf of His church?
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Not
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temple.

When I Say Towns Zech. 2
I. To use the word towns in your
hearing immediately brings to
mind a picture.
A. For us today-it does the name
of a man.
1. My memories go all the way
back to childhood - Olivia,
Mary Samples and Carrie
Sue - confused as to which
name belonged where.
2. Came from town and with
them a handsome man Joe Townes.
3. Names like Wink, Cadillac,
city all increased the
impression.
4. I was destined to become
better acquainted with one
Joe Townes.
a) Regular at West End
b) Our parking lot
conversation as he
decided to come our way
c) Agony of an illness of
Carrie Sue
d) Adjustment to a loss
e) Feature story in a paper
about Joe
------~

f) Greetings at the door "How are you, boy?"
g) His own illness and
family concern
h) Our last visit - a
matter of hours prior
to death
5. Good, ge~tle, genial,
successful man - checks at
Christmas - "help some
poor people."
6. When I think of Townes- I
will of Joe--even 80 never
old--just Joe.
B. 1111 alsp recall other townes.
~'l.~jJemilB.iMinj:stry

Mark 1:38
Luke 9:6
a) This is what he wanted
to hear-the gospel of
Jesus
b) Don't know what the
week brought him - just
knew he started it kind attention friendly consideration
obvious interest.
2. Why is perhaps found
prophetically in Zech. 2?
a) Man with a measuring
line.

3.
b) Her property is
connected with her
measurements.
c) Town without walls multitudes there
d) God wall of fire round
about and glory in the
midst
e) This Joe Townes faith fulfilling what he knew
and relying on the
promises of God.
Heb. 11:10

"For he looked for the
city which hath foundations, whose builder and
maker is God.
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Now comes another Vlstan: ,uMan c Measurmg Lme
! A. Read Zech. 2:.,1 -:5.
I
, B. Our task: what doesth,s m~an?
II. Call to the 3rd Vis ion. ' __ '
A. Lifted up my eyes •
1. Heb. conjunction IIWAWII connects all visions.
2. I must anticipate good.
B. I looked.
1. Now will come a realistic unfolding of comfortab
words .
2. Hope is for a downtrodden folk to triumph over
foes.
3. Behold! Look!
III. Features of the Vision.
A. Man c Measuring Line.
1. Can identify line easier than the manl Because
it is literally a measuring tape.
2~ l1~n II is a bi t di ffi cult.
a.) Clark said a representation of Nehemiah. (?)
b.) Young man is Zech. (?)
",'
c.) Pulpit Comm. says the prophet sffis'"amon c 0.,_,
measuring line; he asks whither he is going,rol'
goint to measure.Jerusalem. Angel '1
prophetls side\to receive the explanation of the
man1s ~edingsl is met by a supeffof <tAteI,
who bids him tell propbetmeaning of vision.
d. ) Says man is angeli n human form.
e .) Easy to geHost as to speaker &. measurer.

'.,ves

I.

II.

are
we
more via
4. Imperative we not
B, Vision #3--Measuring Line Event.
1. See man with line to measure.
a) God builds by line & level.
b) Remember Jerusalem had no walls
at this time.
2. Question, "Where are you going? II
a) Answer to measure length and
breadth.
b) Like you, God's concerned about
the size of his house.
c) Man who had the line was young.
(1) God ever has a place for
youth.
(2) Youth usually needs more
instruction --they do not know
it all.
30

(2 Youth does not
(3)

4

3. Tell all about the new
be

And
4.

Without Walls.
a) This one will be open.
b) No fear of danger.
c) (Did not however intend to stop
them building the new wall.)
d) Don't get discouraged--though
few you will make it.
e) Stay at your task.
f) Land of unwalled villages.
Ezek. 18:11
g) Admittedly need walls--God's it!
h) Assures them of his presence.
5. Walls of Fire .
a) Multitude there--God likes growth.
b) See the expanded city.
c) Fire used.
Exo. 13: 21

and

Loss
Suspicious of Darius.
f) Wealth & secure where they are.
3. Easy for ease to take over.
4. Reason God gave loud summons.
5. So easy to forget.
6. Yet blessing to be at home
Woe to come to foe.
2 Thess. 1:7-10
7. People could leave Babylon.
8. No longer does God want them
identified with Babylon.
B. Deliver Yourself.
1. Under grace but must deliver ourselves.
2. Obedience always needed.
3. (I'll let "glory" statement alone as
much confusion as to its meaning)

Ps.
:8
Prov. : 2
own.

3.
4.

D.
to celebrate.
, I

come, so real
reasons to obey
5. Holy Land --only time used.
;Ps. 2:6
2:15
99:9

6. Many nations--catholicity.
E. Will we be found a part of the remnant?
IV. Be Silent
A. When God moves men must wait in
reverential silence.
B. Lit. Hush!
C. We are flesh, God's all wise.
D. God is silent on some things today but
will speak at his own time--patiently
wait.
E. Figure of a Lion aroused from lair.

5.
i F . Be still' and know I am God.
~ab. 2:20
i Locust Grove, KY (Be) - 4/16/95
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Zech. 3:':'5
.
1. Correctly has it been saf:d \h, visions are hard to
.'
understand.
A. But remember their purpose s<\>far - "good &
comfortable words. 11 I;~ :
B. Diagnosis, prescribe, cure.
C. Weill see Joshua in dirty priestly garments.
II. Quickly we meet 5 folks:
A. He - an angel.
B. Me - the prophet.
.
~
C. Joshua. (Ut"fp'ee,;f-wlw~c- ;&~.
',' 1. High Priest.
fJ/1/>'1?ctt.lks b:nrt
.It
2. Represents all the people. S~ -:..ftclm)
3. His condition that of the peop1e./~ieJ~,
4. Name - Yahweh is Salvation. ~ .~~stWtA~
5. Attends Q$ a priestly servant shoufAc.rn 1;tis work.
D. Angel - Lord Himself.
E. Sotan.
.
1'1
'
.it
1. AdversarYJ~' IS IOf'" $~~J::J
2. A real ,person - not a personification IiK~nt(J
Claus.)
/
3. See Sotan as he is - accuser I not a friend.
4. "But at right hand n I either;
a .) Representation of a fa Ise friend or
b.) Accuser in court of justice stood at rJghtsi~ ...
:
thus. might be. one in court. ~__L.f.~.' 'W!I'.,'
II. Rebukes Ordered. C:J 7i~d2-te gf-r~-;:~ .
" A. The Lord Rebuke Thee.
t!lt/tJt!~.. ..
,~ . 1., God stewed in ,to Rebuke Sa a . .Jo~ 1vJ. .J.
.~:ipu-rs.~~ ~ .2c!ttuVS
1)D1le.~·

II
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2. Rebuke repeated for emphas is.
EGe. 7:24 I1T"a I wI. iell is for off, dnd exceeding deep,
3. ChOsen Jerusalem - Gpd has a plan.
B. Brand from Fire. I f f ' It -J-~~A
1. Some worth left .~. 'UleffJ If) n~
2. Why pluck it out to stick it back in?'.lAeJ-I-:)c 'iJ
"'. Joshua in Filthy Garments.
I~ ~2t-!t
A. Clothed in filthy garments.
W7f71 ,.p-JNI(
1. Excrement covered. ~t-lo~SQ(1Je
2. Dirty - offensive - smelly. Hof'~ p~.
3. Used only here in OT as such adjective .
4. Some priest rotten. 'G1~
Mal. 2:5-6 liMy covenant was wito him of life and peq
2:9
"Therefore have I also made you contempt\I
Ezek. 22:26 "Her priests have violated my law, and hcj
5. Filthy c Sin.
I
Isa. 4:4 "When the Lord shal·' ~ave washed away the HI
64:5 IIThou meetest him that rejoiceth and worketh ~
B. Take them Away - Only God can remove the filth1
1 •. Cause the iniquity to pass.
2. God. alone can remove sin.
' .
3. God wants His redeemed folk clean •.
C. Give Change of Rair'flent.
1 • Put on clean clothes ~
2. Change - restore •.
3. Reftiove dirty & put on clean •.
ROl'FI. 3:25 1Whom God hath set forth to be a propi tiati
Eph. 1: 7 IIln whom we have redemption' through his bl~
..
Rom", 1: 16-17 I/FQ~ I a~ not ash,amed of the g·o~pel.of .,
Rom. 3:22 IIEventhe righteousness of God whICh IS by

r
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3.

1

Rom. 3:26 11To declare, J say I at this time his righte01
D. Fair Mitre on Head·f'~2 b/~I9.'tf)
!
1. Turban = to wind around - 1J,,'{\Ja~~
2. Priest wore, in glory, Holinblsro the Lord. II
3. "Glisteningly clean & brightly pure. f€{D?J;~
4. Garments are for covering, beauty, glory.
Exo. 28:4-5 IIAnd these are the garments which they si
Lev. 8:7-9 HAnd he put upon him the coat, and girdec
Exo. 28:39 "And thou shalt embroider the coat of fine:
3L~5 nAnd thou shalt make the robe of the ephd
28.15 21 "AReJ thou ,hglt MElIEe the bleaslplate 0:
5. Angel of the Lord stood by!
IV. Observations & Conclusions.
A. How can God bless such a people? $tiliJ.~
.Are our garments clean?
• Can God really do His work c a sin bemirched
, people?
, . Satan stj II accuses, tho cas t out of Heaven.
1. Does it before God - tlnot right for you to save
such a folk. ff
2. Does it to us "Look how bad you are - youlll
never be better. 11
3. By endless discouragements & frustrations.
4. Hels real interested in our worship, remember!
Sin always gives t~e Devil a Platform for Attack.
Eph. 4:27 flNei ther give place to the devil. 11
Matt. 12:43-45 ffWhe:m the unclean spirit is gone out
I Cor. 5:5 liTo deliver such an one unto Satan for the
I In. 5:16 II If any man see his brother sin a sin which
'- A II of us Have Had Narrow Escapes.
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The God Who can luck out firebrands & give
clothing chang . s)1 lives .

~. c1eVtt~ ~, ~t r'lJ~ Ib4 ~1F
UJt4JtC <DttJ~J,
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11'1 tbe familiar lines of Hezekiah Butterworth there are two
significant bUtS~ and we are in danger of noticing only the one:
But the bird with the broken pinion
Never soared so high again.
This is the first • That is the truth that Huxley saw. But it is not
the whole truth. There is another but:
But the bird with the broken pinion
Kept another from the snare,
And the life that sin had stricken
Raised another from despair.
Each loss has its compensations,
There is healing for every pain;
Though the bird with the broken pinion
Never soars so high again.
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riK~ COLO£N CANDLESTICK AND TVfO OliVE TREE~
I
;
Zech. 4
i
i ,. One grea., thing about the study of this prophecy--

I

since G.od," di? not i nterpr~t tt~/ you can I t say my
I concluslqt1s are wrong! ":\'
II. One distressing thing - He asked, II Knowest thou noti
what these things be?" (V. 5) & the implication is
he expected him to know - irrespective of how
difficult the matter is!
III. So with proper fear & awe we approach the Vision
of the Golden Candlestick Zech.4.
A. Zech. was wakened out of his sleep .
1. Baron said lying in ecstatic slumber, but must be
awakened to do more & know more.
2. So easy for us to level off.
3. We must practice spiritual wakefulness.
4. Sadly I Christians cease to feel.
5. Too late in life & opportunity we begin to see.
i
6. Reme~f transfiguration - IIheavy c sleep" RV ~I
says IIWhen they w'ere fully awake they saw Christ',
glory. II
'
7. Question arises - how do we awaken. folk?
8. Angel (messenger) sent - has God quit?
I
B. Next try to see the picture.
.
1. Candlestick - aU of Gold.
2. Bow I on top of it.
3. 7 lamps on the candlestick.
4. 7 pipes to 7 lamps, thus 49.
5.2 olive trees on right & left of bowl.
Interrogated:'
.

I

I
I
I

e.

....

\,

g. ) Are pipes ordinances?
5. 2 olive trees
ao) They supply bowl with oil.
b.) Joshua & Zerubbabel ?
c.)Or Jesus as prophet & high priest?
do) Source of infinite love.
e.) Sons of oil--heavy laden--to cause to hang dow1
fully ripened, tree c endless fruit.
f.) See V. 11 -14.
g.) Oil they give is golden.
(1) Color.
'
(2) Word is one for fresh oil.
(3) No human hand had to administer. It came
completely automatic & spontaneous.
6. Oil.
a.) Temple needed pure &. often replaced.
I
Exo. 27:20-21 11And thou shalt command the children ~
Exo. 30:7-8 1IAnd Aaron sl1all burn thereon sweetince!
b.) Here there was no need for a priest to attend. I
c !) Fed spontaneous Iy •
1
d.) Unlimite~ supply - inexhaustible.
II
e~) Grace of God?
I
f.) We need constant supply of oil of the spirit.
I
E. OtIler things in Vision. .
I
1. plummet (V. 10).
a.) Lit. stone of tin.
b.) Instrument to true with.
2. Eyes of the \Lord.
a.} 7 shows a.f'.seeing eye of God in constant searc
of earth.
'
0

f
l

\.

-

'"f.

I

b.) Runs - sweep, go, rove about, range, continuou
activity.
: IV. What is the Significance of all this?
A. 3 great truths.
1. II Not by might. "
2. "Mt. a plain."
3. Who despises day of small beginnings.
4. Weill examine each.
B. "Not by might 11 - (V. 6).
1. We achieve not by might of own.
2. Nor by power or authority of another.
3. But by Most Hi.
4. No secular arm, no human prudence t no earthly
policYi no suite of laws result in founding &
extension of church.
5. Thus, poorf'less of material resources not anobstac\
6. We are warned not to get crepture confident.
i
, Jer. 17:5 '~Thus saith the Lord; Cursed be the man thati
. phil. 3:3 u For .we are the circumcision, which worship
Hab. 1: 16 "Therefore they sacrifice unto their net, an~
7. God won't give His glory to another.
I
8. Herod eaten of worms for doing it.
'
9. Might =strength of men.
I
Power = strength of one, thus captures all combi nE1
strength.
I
10. Strength embraces phys i ca I, menta I, materia I .
i
11. A II could neither advance nor,rerord God's work. 1
12. It willbe by power of God .• '.
.
1
. Deut. 32:8 "When the most High Qivided to the natiQ~
~::.1 16 IIFo:~Clm not~s_~~med of the gospel of ~h:J

i

:

L

5.
--------------------------------------13 . Providential
care & direction of God is therel
C.Mt.&Plain (V.?).
1 • Mt. = hindrances thrown in the way of righteous
achi evements .
2. All of us have difficulties.
3. Mt. shows they are co lossa I!
4. Temple constructions - Israel or ours always has
opposition.
a .) Hardhearted men.
b.) False friends.
Ezra 4: 1-4 "Now when the adversaries of Judah and B.
c.) Force.
d.) Stratagem.
e.) Weak confederateS'.
f.) World allurements.
g.) Seasonal & spasmodic :rhelp.
5. But inspect your difficu Iti es - you are greoter
than they. r,
6. Watch a Mt. become (1 pla,in.
7. AILpersonal difficu~ties can be conquered.
,8. We can overcome our temptations.
9 .God'S' work will be finished - fully & quickly.
10. You, as governor, will lay cornerstone &set
crown ing top stone (V. 7).
Ezra 3: 12 IlBut many of t~e pri ests and Levites and chi
11. We'll shout Grace (V. 7).
D. Day of Sma. I Things.,
1. Day of small beginnings are to be crowned c
completion., '
2. Why would one despise the small things?

I

\,

lour problems.

.5:1-4
I.l've heard of
A.Flying Blue
(TenlWssi~n,'f:rom E1izab~than just took over
Jet persl,:sion wifMJ't)~
.
B.Flying wedge ... -f't>'t~1\h.
C.Flying Dutchman~-Baseball.
D.Flying Carpet--Fantacy.
E.But only recently the Flying Roll.
F.Others take their place in war, entertainment and make believe .. -this is religion •
• What is'a Flying Roll? (Papyrus or Skins as
paper unknown).
A.Orgin.
I l . .
. II
I.Ca. from God (v-4) :rbt{tl~ l-t~'/I.
2.lleptelU:lnted so interperti~ angel said "a
j~tment."

B.Dtrseription.
1.20 x 1.0 e~its or 30 x 15'.~'
/.
a.S.e't$tI~mac1..~ y»ea~ Cl$r>Ie~l~.
, b.God
the • •,tl1'9oof sin . . must be .
lIea'
by God's standard~t~$.' It I
~t ttI'm as good as my neig~:r .. ,
Lt,.lh44 "Y~'Shall be holyfol' I '1$' h.

r

Go~."

C •.. J.Ud
...p.'."'
.. nt.',. h. i9.
$ at the .h
.... O\1$....' •o.".
. f
~~p()rtionat'" t . ames~ of .~ ..~J1d

Is. .'

inn,.1.•.tit. of him? Net ~ cu~.·/~tN.·· 'r;;,d t .,
2.In~?:i,~.
~rmoit~J;'
a.COntei'rts beyonq escape Or repeal.
.
0

b.F~tand baek=comprehtmi--iv.Mi~
3 .. ~rolle-d.

a.Qp.n-·,Uknew.'

"~~t U.ying,over all earth.
il.~hrersal

and

\

\

sw~ift.

-.

1

C.Purpose.
l.Cry out the judgment against specified sin~
of thief and perjury.
!
2.Look at sin of stealing.
h 's 'jot i
a.Do we take money?
hi,..ti, e 7";
b.Do we misrepresent? ;/~ ~~
i ~' .
(l )Time I work. cJ"f
a\~ 0
(2)Tax forms--avoid or evad~
Do we rationalize J dqn't, like relief,
program and Tito. ~~ M PlI>to. d ,
(3)Jteport what gave to church accurately?
(4 }Qoes a sharp pencil destroy our genuine
honesty.
(5)Madison Sarratt said 2 test--trig and
hQne~y.
c.Do we a reputation?
(l)David would do nothing against God's
...o.inted? Do we hurt today'skings.
fte".1=6. ~
(2)1$ OUll' wOrdO\ir ~nd? D¥unkards have
fooQmC:>ll'al,t'eput!iltion.
d. 'Wh.tIl a man stellls he' s f.dse with h.is

.,flel_abor_

:J.Lo~· at Perjury.
a"l:" ~wa~ false with

his God.
"4 of all \.u\go(}lines$.
,
)J ..a:t~e 3 and 8thco~andatents"""one on bot"
, $·bhJ$ of table.
e.A:l'ewe diihonfu.t of minds and '10\'111-. ,
(1.}1iJ.",*, ... truly woll'shipped.
,<4,.lt is' ju(4gment. ....
,.'
a~~wi·l.l bring it to the hous.eofthe .'
'. 'siMe~ik~ --b bed· cJ.i..tlIlSf~ i I) It t\t1.:.~
{l
latlses~ vic. alJ ~~t forth p\ltni$Mfe:~.
, (~
,'d all had a chance to do better
r'" /"-'

didn't.
b.Enter the house.
(l)This was where he was strongest.
(2)Here he least suspected trouble.
{3}Here it remains=lit. lodge til the
nite 0
er destructio~~ccomplished.
c.Destro
use- Consume. N'~"ja,t
If
I!tcy
t[)e5S .
•
( 1)I
1n
• O--Take away as a
s
dung.
2)Upturned house of the dead a lesson to
us all.
(3)God wouldn't spare even Jerusalem.
(4)Not one vestige of It was left.
(6.)~dONr\bY2ilof) cf ~ des~,cYl ~
"l.I.~~.

~(!;.) 1"-" "icW1"d -" &;1 p~ tI",-",< r
2 ;§.f7t!- de-~J I1bt ~
rt\e2J ot b.te 56i
~M

11\

.

.. ~t-U- ,;ZJ/'A -z..
6; II fYttJJt ' If) '¥*=
VeiA~lR, tJ;dJ.

3/)i')6Z-

1

#

,u,

~e eti1"

TH£ i"GING ROLL

1
!

Zec". 5: 1-4
1. Now the nature of th~ vis ions change.
A. It was 11900d & comfortable wordsll--pep them up,'
carry ~!,
B. But if you carryon you must be worthy of serving-·
so what's it like in your life? Are you what you
should be?
1. Is there sin there?
2. Wi II God take notice?
3. Will He punish?
II. Vision of Flying Roll (Zech. 5: 1-4).
A. IIThen I turned II
1. As surely as he does bodily, so psychologically
the nature of the vision is turning.
a.) Up to this point it's been blessings for IsraeL
b.) Now gaze turns inward.
c .. ) Luck said God deals c sin in 2 ways:
(1) Grace.
(2) J~dgement -price God pd. for redemption ~h
exceeding s,infulness of sin· RQm. 7: 13.
.
d.) Thus we move from sunshine tos~rm.
2. Time & agaien his .attention was rfH'rectet.! .
. B. Saw Flying,RolI(Ezek. 2:9-10).
1. Don't know whether lea ther or papyrus.
2. Largest papyrus on 30 ft. X 10 inches :-. put e ith
Isa. or Genesis on this.
3. Usually wound on two sticks & written qnly on
one side.
4. This one un'ro1led 8. evi dently wri Hen on both
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God - same as tabernacle.
D.
1.
2.
3.

Th is is the curse.
Punishment.
Retribution.
Came from '-""f~"""

IS

Judgement seat.

3.

4. Falls on whole earth - evidently Israel as no
other nation under the law.
E. Crimes of Stealing & Swearing.
1. Broken commandments in middle of the Law.
2. Honor God - love neighbor - breaks both. Exo.

20.

Ii'

3. Perjury & thiev~.
4. Were these sins samples of the whole since come
in the middle?
5. Violation of oath is head of all ungodliness.
6. Thievery is injustice to neighbor.
F. God Brings it Forth.
1. May hide from man but not God.
2. His judgemerttsare certain.
.
3. God keeps watch & lets no offense go unpunished!
I
4. Words on scroll are unchangeable.
II
5. None sin & hide from God.
G. Destruction.
I
1. They will be cut off.
I
a.) Purged.
I
b .) li t. cI eansed away.
I
c .) Poured out, thus vesse t Ieft clean.
I
2. Enter house.
a.) Made no difference what kind it was, scroll
settled over it if i.t was wrong.
b.) Remained.
(1) Abide.
(2) Spend the nite - curse thus remains day &. nite.
(3) Doesn It pPt a pass i ng vis it but lodges there.
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commerce?

1. Li ft
2
0.)
or
is.
b.) Sotisfi ed where.
c.} Delights in evil.

is.

d .) Contented,

3. Woman symbol

evil.

to

1

2.

, Matt. 13:33 I1Another parable spake he unto them; Th~
! I Tim. 2:12 "But 1 suffer not a woman to teach, nor to
Rev. 2:20 l1Notwithstanding I have a few things again.
Rev. 17: 1-7 "And there came one of the seven angels
D. This is Wickedness.
1. Identified.
2. God allows sin to fully develop itself.
E. Casts wt. of lead upon the Mouth.
1 • Was she tryi ng to escape & is thus cast down.
a.) Knows fate of Babylon & wants to avoid it.
b.) Prov. 5:22.
2. Or was she trying to hide?
3. Why do we place a lid on wickedness - to hide it.
or hold it in?
4. Talent = a circle.
F. The Escape.
1. 2 women.
a.) Behold! graphic, arrest interest.
b.) Don It know who they are.
2. Wind in their wings 0 , I
a.) Extra help to move ephah since burden so heav~
b.) Wickedness usually has friends to move it along I
3. Wings of Stork.
I
a.) Long wide wings.
be) Unclean bird.
Lev. 11: 19 "And the stork, the heron after her kind,
c.) Wings & wind show velocity.
G. Where to?
1. Off to Shihar~.
'I'

\

- 4 corners

war chariots.
b.) Signify Judgement.
c.) God will judge all world powers.
d.) Horses will show fleetness.
3. Mts.
a.) Not identified.
b.) Moriah & Olivet c valley of Jesophat between
c.) Signifies strength.
.
d.) Definite article - "two" Mt. - as tho well
known.
e.) Bronze == divine judgement on sin.
Nu. 21:9 "And Moses made a serpent of brass, anG
Exo. 27;2 "And thou shalt make the horns of it UPO)
f.) Powers are strong as brass, unsurmountabl~
undecaying.

2.

1

4,.;.. Colors.
a.) Red = war.
Black = Famine & death.
White = victory.
Grizzled = pestilence.
Ezek. 14:21 "For thus saith the Lord God; How mUe!
Rev. 6:1-8 HAnd I saw when the Lamb opened one ol
b.) Drivers not mentioned.
c.) "In to the" -harnessed to - weren't in the
chariot!
d.) Red horse unaccounted for.
e.) 2 words that give difficulty used 'for last horsE
grizzled & b a y . '
.
. f.) Bay means strength, "strong" horse.
5. 4 Spirits.
a.) Not winds but personalities.
b.) Not 4 Gentile empi:res.
c.) Hard to identify - angels or personification
another.
6. To & Fro.
a.) Babylon to North.
b.) Egypt to South.
c.) This is heart of the'vision·- in 1st vision
wicked go' to & fro while God's folk sore
distressed- how tables are tu~ned & it's
spitits that go to & fro.
d.) They exe04tejUdgement OI,l all the earth~
e.) Some peopie deserve punishment. .
f.) Readin~ss on God's part to .1~t the blow fall.

.~,
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g.) After going N & S then ready to go to &; fro covers it all.
.
7. Quiet Spirit.
a.)_ God's anger can be appeased.
b. }_Earth at peace under God's control.
c.) Chariots also convey His protesting
providence.
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CCMPASS1ON: JUl)c;~r5 ~y THE t6M,jl;:JV1T 1,
-".
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KEEPS

Zech. 7:8-10

I. We o.f
judge d
a matter
it ~.~eps.
.•. ·
; / by t.he
(j.:~WjH
• ..itel"l
A . D•rI~~lng
cr~w.
ldliNb tJ P.G~HF1=I -

A'1\.'

_

B. llbr~~y f?lks.
,
5'
f/}~2S-~f~
C. ConVention detegotes.
m.~,,~
11.1 judge the value of compassion by thl company it
keeps.
Zech. 7:8-10 IIAnd the word of the Lord came unto Z,
A. There are S- features of association. We shall
name them.
'
B. h! feature is antiquity &.siRtinuit~
V. 8 "The word of the tord came sayi ng
V. 9 II Thus speaketh the lord of hos,ts
1. Clearly this means precepts d the past were
God's will & currently are his unchanged will.
2 ~ Z~ch. is repeating what former prophets ore
saying.
3. Omni temporal application of moral principles.
4. What
earlier said (s now valid.
S. God~'~~id-;; & says so now.
C. 2nd featyre is 1'!.2i!ment based on fru:t.
V. 9 "Execute true judgement".
1. We knoW well ItJodge notll , but ~nowlittle
"execute true judgement." JoI\tl 'l~
2. Define this.
a.) Render judicial. decision based on truth.
b.) Jmperative;';'/i~icial decisioncharas.~ized
b truth
b'ective eviaenc~ fter
i mparfu;Jli t , & absence ()f dishonesty :1.
:3 y-hifl'(~

was

'Z1

j
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, L
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Ezek. 18:8 I'Hath executed true i. between man 8. mal
co) Judge w/o bias or partiality.
3. Results~are a perfect fa i rness in dea lings.
D., 3td companion - Show mercy.
V. 9 "Show mercy & compassion every man to his brotl
1. Reach for i nfi rm •
2. He!p in calamities.
3. Practice kindness & compassion in general cO.nduc
4. Word means "do" "practice"
..-,"wor
_ kll kindness.
_
5. Compassion is an intense plural with a singulas
me~ning.. f(?N!il'Vl
6. FrGlm !'rehem ll = womb - brotherly feeling.
7. Show compassion to the unhoppy.
a.lt's pi.ty for the afflic!!:.d.
9. Perfect kindness in dealings.
E. 4th Companion - Oppress AOt.
V. 10 rroppi=ess not the widow, nor the fatherless, th~
1. OPRress =ve~ torment.
I
2. Must 'hot only not hurt but must help our fellow I
man. "'-"'--'---'~
'I
~I

eJJp

I

3. Do not oppress the helpless.
4. Lists 4 classes of hel'pless society.
(a) Widow.
J.,~I... 4~r'{
(b) Fa therl ess •
'~
I
(c) Stranger~' . '
?
I (d) Poor. - PlOlt 2'« eo~'\'}hl\r p lJ'U'l.

I ~::: ~~:~ ::~~if J;~ ;hr::~~ :~~~~
I 5. Omit no act.Qf love.
"

I
,.-

;~:~ :~t;s ~:~I

~eculiar kindness to those nee~ing_ it most.

I

_ _ _.........J

-

bec~~e h-e f~I'~ t\DW Ad //fc. h'~.
3. i
I In. 3:' 6 lfHereby perceive we the love of God, bec

7. If you see a need & do not help, are you a Chr.1
ffWhoso hath this world's goods
F. 5th Companion - No evil imaginatWs.._
V. 10 "Let none of you imagi_~ evitdgainsthis broth
1. Let none think evil of his bro. in his heart.
2. Cogi!ate "-0 e~iI.
lVolvecs '5~
3. Ima9'n~-!;::: devi se •
4. God prohibits a thought of revenge or injury
against a brother.
5. Entertain no malicious thot.
Deut. 15:9 "Beware that there be not a thought in th4
III. God's always practical. WfC~a "e"Vit
A. These tru ths:.
1. God's more pleased with loving obedience rathe,
than empty ceremonies.
i
2. Duti es are not keepi ng fasts & offeri ng soCli.rifi ced
as earlie~ verses show but doing justice & loving I
mercy. Ze~ 7; 1-1
!
3. Pursue duties to help the public welfare &
I
I
pursue peace.
!
4. True fasting is to loose the bands of wickedness
&. leave off oppression.
5. Fasts of lsa.
'
Isa. 58:3-5 "Wherefore have we fasted, say they, a
6-1' "ls not this the fast'that I have chosen?
Deut. 10: 12-13 "A nd now, Israel, what doth the Lo
I Sam. 15:22-23 "And Samuel said, Hath the Lord a
6. Remember tho man's dut~ to his neighbor
presupposes"his relations ip to his G.§.d.

i

I

-'

7. Are we a.} All theologians as we battle for dogmas.
b.) Or all devotional as we praise & pray.
c.) Or all zea I as we make converts.
8. We must have self sacrificing benevolence.
9. We may be great theologians, great pietist, greai
propaganist I but it takes benevolence to make
the complete Christian.
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, once
was done,
.. 11
Lord,
I prayed,
But as I prayed, into my ear
There eame a voice that whispered
HPause, friend, before you pray, ,
Whom have you tried to help today?"
Godts sweetest blessings always go,
To hands that serve Him here below:
And then I hid my face and cried,
"Forgive me, God, for I have lied:
And if You'll let me live another day,
I'll try to live the way I pray."
--Author unknown

reliance and
III
their Opllll(J'ns,
do
coincide
your own.
St. Matthew relates this moving incident
from the life of the Master: "Seeing the
crowds, He was moved with compassion
for them, because they were bewildered and
dejected, like sheep without a shepherd."
(Matthew 9:36)
.;::6 - rAKE PEOPLE WHERE YOU FINO THEM

V"- Few.

men in.. history ha.ve been shrewder

"Ndj~uma~!:!!:e tfu!li'~maifun::Eink
lin·..TIi~~!ow.i.I,1$JiP~Jl~~Y!Lde~~thouglY

f~~l.gtten.uon :

"The best thing to give your enemy is forgiveness;
- to an opponent, tolerance;
- to a friend, your ear;
- to your child, good example;
- toa father, reverence;
- to your mother, conduct that will make
her proud of you;
- to yourself, respect;
- to all men, charity."
Taking people where we find them is far
more arduous in fact than in theory. Such a
continual attitude, multiplied over and over
by millions of people, could bring about a
heartening renewalin individuals, the family,
as well as public and private institutions of
all types. And it all begins with you!

Often we fear that if we identify our faults to our
brethren, this information will be used against us.
Generally, exactly the reverse occurs. When scientists
were studying the hapits of wolves, they noted an
intriguing development. The researchers observed wolves
fighting each other. When one clearly achieved domi-,
nance over the other, with hair and blood and passion"
raging, i f the losing animal turned his throat and bared
the jugular vein, the winning combatant would refrain
from the death grip and allow the victin to go away defeated, certainly, but alive. Something in l!hat helpless
appeal struck an instanctive chord of compassion in the
beast.

.

Open Heart-Open Mind. by Karen Burton Mains, p. 107
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around the house one morning
when the phone rang. "Hi
there," said a friendly feminine
voice. "How are you today?"
1
"Oh, terrible," said Mrs.
Begone. "I'm so tired. The
house is a mess, there's ironing
to be done, my back is killing me
and my feet hurt. Just getting
the kids off to school this
morning wore me out. I just
can't face it."
"Why you poor thing," exclaimed the caller. "Tell you
what. You lie down and rest and
I'll be right over. I've baked a
cake and I'll bring that. I'll sort
of tidy up around your house and
I could get some of your ironing
\ dooe while we chat. How does
) that sound?"
"Wonderful,"
the" tired
moUler saic;i, "just wonderful."
"Fine," said the caller. "I'll
be over in ten minutes, Harriet."
,"But my nam.e isn't Harriet,"
replied M1"s. 'Beg.one:
, "This isn't Harriet' Crouse?"
the caller 'Went on. "My stars, I
must have dialed the wrong
number."
There was a long pause, then
Mrs. Begone asked, abjectly.
"Does that mean you aren't .~
coming over?"- Nugge~, 1~74'f
A wel)rres~t~~ community
leader died after a long anc;i
active life, then went to his
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Burden means oracle, utterance
sentence .
. Here the
. We

5.
6.
7.
8. Words of God that oracle gives.
B. 1st to feel it was Damascus in land
of Hadrach.
1. People puzzled over Hadrach.
a) Used only here in Bible.
b) Compound name = sharp & soft.
c)Is it symbol? place? King?
Messiah? a god? Proven now a
city. Location unknown.
2. Damascus
a) We are to see victories of Alexander
which circled the holy land without hurting it, yet ended in
destruction of Persian empire.

2.
b) Alexander passed harmlessly by
Jerusalem, fought Egypt,
chastised Samaria.
c) Neighboring nations whose land
lies within the promised
boundries are denounced.
!Gen. 15: 18
d) Damascus the goal of this
judgement.
e) They will wonder as the scope
of the judgement to befall.
f) Yet it's the Lord's doing & when
they see Alexander they see the
Lord because He is using him.
He is God's servant.
g) Our eyes need to be on the lDrd.
12 Chron. 20: 12
123: 2
IPS. 119: 166

[ps.

[
I
lisa

I,·
'.
i

C. Next came fall of Tyre.
1. Speaks of two Phoenician capitols-Tyre & Sidon.
2. They too will feel the judgement.
3. Tyre = rocky stronghold & she
wisely made it stouter.
23: 4 "The stronghold of the sea"
a) PIIlY on sound of words:
"Tyre built herself a tower."
b) Word means rock.
4. She trusted not God but herself.
5. Her fortress.
a) Jutted out into sea.
b) Walls 150' high & with breath·
proportionate.
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c) Built 2nd wall 15'broad
and left space 7 1/2'
wide they filled with
stpmes amd earth.
d) Profusion of catapults &
other seige machines
e) Invented new engines of
war regularly
f) Diver to loosen the mole
g) Grappling hooks & nets tc
entangle.
h) Melted metal or heated
sand to penetrate joints
of armor.
i) Bags of seaweeds to
deaden blovlS 0::: battering
machines.
j) Fireship to destroy
boats
k) Fiery arrows
1) Wheels that constantly
rolled to turn aside
missles
m) Read Ezek. 28~2, 4-8
6. Wealth and strength without
God only invite the spoiler
7. Gold & silver as common as
dust and mire; yet it's
yellow & white dirt itse·lf.
8. Scene of her pride her
overthrow.
~

.

4.
9. Alex "Ye despise this land
army thru confidence in the
the place, that ye dwell is
an island but soon will I
show you that ye dwell on a
continent.
10. Shalmaneser (Assyria) tried
5 years; Neb. (Babylon) 13
years and failed - Alex.
took it in 7 months.
11. He built bridge and walked
in.
12. Worldly wisdom, natural
strength and material
resources powerless against
God.
13. You cannot barricade
against God.
14. "Behold" "Look" - call to
attention - i t ' s the Lord
not Alex. that dispossessed
her.
15. Burned city of the sea.
D. Next Phoenicia - 4 of 5 capital
cities names.
1. Gath omitted.
2. Bates, King of Gaza, saw
10,000 inhabitants slain,
rest sold into slavery. He
was bound to chariot,throngs
thrust through feet & he was
dragged to death

-

5.
3. Fear comes to their cities.
4. Bastard - meaning doubtful
a) Born unlawfully whether
out of marriage, or via
forbidden, or adultery
b) Illegitimate
c) Mixed blood
d) Ignoble birth
e) "Foreigner" - blemished
birth.
5. Blood out of mouth
a) Idolatrous practice.
b) Abomination - blood
drinking
6. Remnant remains
a) See II Samuel 24 & I
Chronicles 21 as man sold
David site for temple
then offered to sacrifice
oxen and plow
b) Philistine shall be as
amalgamated as was
Araunah.
7. God sets up as shield and
protector.
a) Oppressor - task master
or one who makes slaves
perform
b) God will look again
8. God saves for a purpose the Messiah to come.
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Behold Thy King Cometh
Zech. 9:9-11
I. Some things are so magnificent
the recipients are commanded to
rejoice.
A. Prayers of gratitude raised
for our President's sparing.
1. LSU team had more important
matters.
2. Oklahoma classroom clapped
and despaired he was not
dead.
3. We all do not rejoice over
the same thing.
B. But there are events so powerful that all should rejoice shall we see?
Zech. 9:9-11

"Rejoice greatly, 0
daughter
"

II. Rejoiced and Shout
A. Rejoice greatly
1. Note the command and its
extent
a) God never commands men
to rejoice greatly in
fleeting earthly joys.
b) Willard Collins said
Thursday at Franklin not
baptizing as men - "I
s&e a change."
__________ --...J

\,

2.

) i
i

2.

3.
4.
5.

c) Spiritual joys are
lasting - I saw on a
pilot's gripe in
Atlanta "God has not
promised a smooth flight
only a safe landing."
Rejoice greatly means there
should be no measure in
exaltation.
Ecstatic joy commanded.
Rejoice - go round & round
Why rejoice?
a) Sin removed
b) Death trampled underfoot
c) Human nature called to
freedom
d) Man's crowned with grace
of adoption
'e) Man's illuminated with
the heavenly gift.

Luke 2:10-11
B. Shout
1. Sound of triumph
2. Openly expressed
3. Boldly exclaimed
4. The character of the King
calls for loudest praise.
III. Behold thy King cometh.
A. Behold.
1. Arrest attention

,

"

...-

3.
B. Thy King cometh
1. He is the ruler - and the
more we learn of him the
better we like him. (Helen
Young told of her audience
with the Shah of Iran
not allowed yet she got in
gloves and hat.
Don't
approve of his method, but
did his dream - educate the
people so that when oil is
gone there will be something
of resource for country,
namely intelligence that's
trained. )
a) Now story of true King
of Israel.
b) His strength not in
chariots and horses.
2. Annoited with righteousness~
true picture of King and
kingdom.
3. He not only is righteous,
but the fountainhead of it
4. From Zerubbabel to Jesus
Israel had no king.
5. Jesus is the true one.
c. Prophesied - cometh
1. Personal
a) Thy

__ .-1
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Do

s my personal

The Nature of the Kingdom
Zech.9:9-11
I. If an institution is the
lengthened shadow of one man,
then seeing the nature of our
king will allow me to see the
nature of the kingdom.
II. Zechariah gives U~ facts about
the king
v-9 "Rejoice greatly, 0 daughter of
A. The coming king is just
1. We shall in at least five
points contrast him with
the Grecian conquerors
2. He's just
a) Ev~r sought the glory of
the father
b) Did no sin
I Peter 2:22
3. Came not for himself but
others
4. Came to do what was right
and fair
B. He has salvation
1. He can give remission of
sins
2. Then in him holiness is to
be found and sin abhorred
3. Endowed with salvation he
freely gives it to others

,
\.
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If

50

Luke

be the

5
6. He
sesses
an bes

c.

an ass
1

c) Poor,
outward pomp or
splay
d) Foxes have holes - he
became poor for our sake
Phil. 2:5-8
2. Ass story
a) King's ride in state
b) Stopped using asses
Judges 10:4
12:14
5:10
c) David used mule
I Kings 1:33
38
44

loman
far

e

f
f

2

Matt. 21:
jl4ark 11: 2
Luke 19:
4)

of Jew
and Gentile (unbroken)
g) Ass shows peace fulness;
horse shows war
h) At crucification said he
was a king
i) Only Christ's character
conforms to this image.
D. Peace
1. As with salvation, he
speaks peace as one who hae
the power to give it
2. His doctrine sets forth
peace
3. He speaks it yet we war

peace
and externa
hos les
cut off .-

6

He
. Has
ture
a)
b

sand

Judah11
no longer
trust
horses
c) Goes beyond promised
land- Mediterranean
Sea to Euphrates
d) Embraces whole world
e) End of earth - extreme
west, where earth
ceases to be
f) From sea to the other
end of the world-where
the sea begins again
2. He altered the world's
center and standard of
judgment - he taught what
true greatness is.
III. Do I exemplify these qualities?

l

Prisoners of Hope
Zech. 9: 11-17

I. How are we to be described?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Lost
Redeemed
Children
Prisoners of hope

II. Foreshadowing our day the prophet

t;.
>">

I

Zechariah had some interesting
words.
A. All were once Prisoners of the
Pit.
1. First of two important
words is "covenant."
a) Not by blood of old, but
by new covenant.
Rom. 9: 2 9
b) Blood shed for me
2. Second is Pit
a) Picture of release
Isa. 42:22
b) No water in pit, shows:
1) Mercy of God else
they'd perish, or
Psa. 40:2-3
2) Without any comfortsin is like that, or

....
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2.
3) Total helplessness of
victim - it took
another to get me out,
freed by blood.,
4) Joseph in a pit.
Gen. 37: 24
B~

Turn to the stronghold, ye
prisoners of hope.
1. God provides the st~onghold.

Ps. 61:3
Prov. 18: 10
Ps. 31:3-5
2. There must be a willing
return - by conversion and
will as man fulfills his
part.
Col. 1:23 "If ye continue in the
faith grounded .. "
3. Render a double portion
a) Judah the bow
b) Ephraim arrows to shoot
against Greeks
c) Zion the sword
d) God the captain
e) Double trouble or
expectation
f) Out of prison, but not
out of woods - make hope
your characteristic.

,
\
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3.
g) It's God who fills the
bow
h) It's God who grants
encouragement -Jr. Young
at Norman prayed for
young people who faced
almost insurmountable
odds.
C. God promises a victory.
1. Gain victory and
banquet
2. Abundant sports taken
3. Young, happy and plenty of
food.
4. Sword - a strength not theiz
own.
5. Enemies shall fall as
harmless and as of little
account as the sling stones
6. Trample enemies under feet
like sling stones that miss
their mark.
7. Enemies either cease to be
or else molest them no more
8. They disappear as food
before the hungry.
9. They'll be consecrated
instruments of God, pervailing for him; hallowed
like bowls on the altar
corner that receive the
blood of the sacrifice.

\.

4.
10. God communicates His good
to His followers.
D. Great is God; goodness
1. God their good shepherd
2. Psalms 100

...

\.

...-

Ask of the Lord Rain
Zech. 10:1

I. Others

~ay have larger crowds but
no one a prettier audience.
I
salute you for your loveliness
first for our Lord; secondly for
your add~d interest and help to
Harding.
A. Women mean so much
1. Nice at work #1
2. Judge and school teacher #2
3. Methodist ERA quote #3
B. Education so vital
1. Many ways to go bankrupt #4
2. Saved to go to Europe #5
3. Card on words
#6

II. Read one verse with me.
Zech. 10:1

"Ask ye of the Lord rain
in the ••

A. Ask
1. Trust God and expect of God
a) Spiritual
b ) Temporal als.o
2. We have a part as well as
God
Exo. 14:15 "And the Lord said unto
Moses, Wherefore criest.. i
3. Our greatest resource is Godl
4. God hears prayers of good, i
folks

-

t

Ps.
Ps.

4:9~11

1

4:13~15

3

needs
God sends
READ
READ
We need
on one
who can
a) Endowed cats catch

b) The
a fellow's
head the easier to
fill his shoes
c) He put it all together
animals and earthquakes
#11
d) Value of second
language-mouse #12
C. Bright clouds and showers
1. Literally Jehovah makes
lightenings
2. God meets needs with
great abundance
a) Article on hope #13
b) Cancer personality #14
c) Old service station
men never die~just run
out of gas

#3.
D. Grass
1. Grass stands for all gooc
food for man and beast
2. He withholds nothng from
them that walk uprightly
3. Blessings for others
a) Not good PTA
#13
b) Jesus - man for
others
#14
c) Clip on PTdra.l.este:r:'
world
#15
d) Van Dyke poem #16
e) Alcholic card #17

-.
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Insight into why we sometimes act as we do at home come9Jl,
from a cartoon depicting a very courteous receptionist. She f[.Y
extra nice to everyone. A visitor in the offtce comments, 111
would certainly not want you for a wife. 11 "Why?1I was the
surprised ~er. nyou are so nice at work--lIm sure you have a
lot of steam to let off when you go home! II
itA Word Fitly Spoken II

By Robert J. Hastings - Page 92
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In addition to doing a good deed, junk something .j:\'l
every day, suggests a philosopher. Junk your fears, junk
!
your worries, junk your anxieties, junk your little
jealousies, envies, and hatreds. Whatever interferes
with your getting up and getting on in the world junk it! Every night before you go to sleep, put upon
the junk heap all your disappointments, all your grudges,
your revengeful feelings, your malice. Junk everything
that is hindering you from becoming a big, strong,
vibrant character. The trouble with most of us is that
we have no junk heap of this sort. We pull all our
mental enemies, all our handicaps, our discouragements,
our losses, our troubles and worries and trials along Wi!!l
us. That consumes more than 50 percent of our vitality
, and energy, so that we have only the smaller amouHt
left for the great task of making life a success.
<

<

1/
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In the days when Bagdad was really Bagdad and
Scheherazades were ten cents a dozen, an Arabian potentate summoned his wise men to complain that there
were too many mice scurrying about the palace. "Get
, in about a dozen J-aMt ordered the wise men. The poat was the end of the mice. But
tentate did
an
now the palace was overrun by cats.
"Bring in some tigers.." suggested the wise men.
"Tigers are death on cats." And indeed they were - but
now there was a surplus of tigers skulking around the
palace. "E~s are what you need," proclaimed the
wise men. "they'll get rid of the tigers in jig time."
Again their suggestion worked - but a palace overrun
by elephants is no place for a not-too agile or wealthy
potentate, either - so one more time the wise men were
consulted.
"Ahm hah," nodded the wise me
really ave n
de

ed the

now!"
the eggs came, he bellowed: "Waitress! These eggs
aren't even half-cooked. I can't
eat them. They're no good at
aU!"
"Neither is your watch, M~s
t~r! " the waitress snapp~<l

tpumping it dOvvn"besf<lelxi~
"The fool thing stopped
five seconds.l:ifter the cook put it
in the boiling water with the
eggs."
plate~

<:;U.,'""A'IO warning
an
iQ:g earthquake than

siveapp~ratus

ImDeJ10-

now

scientists.
In August 19'19,2OQ instruments~Io.ng C~lifo.1;'nJa's Calaveras Faultfaileq t9pre<li,ct an
earthquake sO. PQ,werfijl ftsh()()lt
bu,iIdiI)gs in ..~~:Fr~n,cj!:ico., . 139
Jtilo.meters aw;:);~. But inl974,
severaln;lol1t~s befo.J:ea m~s"
sive .eartbqu~ke .struck China,
bibernatingsn,akes.crawl~ o.ut
o.f . the gro.und,pigsclimbed
walls'. and. bit o.n~ all(~tJ:ler's tail,
hens wQ~q ·no.tga to. roost,
trained Qerman shepherqS igno.redC9mman,ds,an,d barnyard
geese refused to fly . The
Chinese, heeding these signs,
savedllie lives o.fseveral
hundred thousand peo.ple by
evacuating them two. days
befo.re the quake o.ccurred.
The ability o.f animals to. sense

levels of· radioactive
weUwater just l)eforea U~Cl1A>C::·.
The water presumably was
squeezed to.ward the sUl'faceby
seismic fo.rces far belo.w. And
<;pac.e;scientists :are pro.posing
satelliteS,lasers;.amtevendis;.;
tant quasars to' .measure move~
rnents in the earthts~tUst.ln the
past few years instruments have
successfully predicted earthquakes in Mexico. and~Asia.
But many scientistsar«rtaki:rig
a cue fro.m. animals. The USSR
has animal warningscentetS';
and many natio.ns ar~ trying to'
learn what it is thalanimalS"aile
sensing so. that instrurnentscan
be built to. detect the same
signals.

.~,;

dOlHtblllSh.'II1ey

.'t.; k.vetm.;~ you' ·and I

blush • .IIlfBly.

ing and always Uphm
.Many of us are seandalously
unqerpaid; often bullied, . by
a8ffilm~ta totS and ·tl"ltSt~es·
n~MiD'
.
.'

our;~1:RIa-

. .etibiIlg'~;. tlbelJ .wiSh_ we
~,t.do 1ad,1IIOw'wisbwe
could.
'.

The giY~~Jd,lo_~at'

is,.

r~"Rej~:kitd caabe:likeJiid

wea:: _ot,.iJpJ:fttia.,is~

~Bd ...~.htmpty"

"--"phpi~~

s.ti~i~s;'.V&\a.n~otift.g;.

~ ;1)If Pl".tely,dlretime
wben bumans reacb their senior
years. Why debate it? AllY
..
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'. AIle '.tn1q wileb,.g~;iMY"
.~ thouIh'~.J"~
of tim.es;1:mUo ~; . . . ~
OWS; wem.~,·tbi:nk~~er
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A
was ta"; .....
her b,ab~es~ a.wWlt. W'ken;a~
suddenly appeared. The 0 eft
on~ were petrified~ ~ ~
mother mouse ......1.11_.1 th
be1.;"'d
"IIUU\B\N
em
\
I.IU,
her and then started to
!
baJ!k With a loud ,,~£! Arf'"
'" ~at ~k oU imroeaiately..
R the ~~r mouse tum~ to .r o~PJ.'ing and said '
Now, children,' that will
you the value of a sec d
lang"".
on
_ee. " - MQd,rn Maturtt)1.

teadi

,a,

Mo,t "good Christians· wer. notoriously poor members of lobor i
unions, P. T.A • IS, or social dubs. Opportunities to meet persons
and confront them with the gospel wefe sacrificed on the basis of
piety. There evolved a breed of ChrhtiQn< wI>:> were "so heovenly
minded they were no earthly good. 11 Involvement with none
was a \ most toto lIy in arranged situations, such os

~istl~ns

,c;;.,:a '\.

~

VlSltat.on programs.

npeople-Centered Evangelism" - 8y John F. Havlik - page 59

,

'\

The Gospels reveal Jesus as flthe Man for Others. 11 He is the
champion of the poor. He warns a large crowd of hypocritical
church and social leaders t&pCtake advantage of widows and rob
them of their homes, then make a show of saying long prayers! II tL
(Mark 12:400). He treats women in a way that ignores the ~h
prejudi ces of the day. Where he stops to rest or stay, he begins
immediately a clinic for the sick and suffering. He places love
for neighbor alongside of love for God in true religion. He says
that satisfying human hunger is more important than rei igious
customs and rituals. He shows sympathy and understanding for
children that is not common to his time. In parables, such as the
good Samaritan, he teaches social compassion and racial equality.
He insists that care of one's aged parents comes before religious
obligations. He declares that being right with one's neighbor is
more important than praying and indeed is a prerequisite to prayer.

\.

When from my eyes no tears wi II flow,
But all those tender springs are dead;
When any tale or mortal woe
Still leaves unbowed a haughty head:
A loof in self-complacency,
Then pity me, 0 weep for me!
When any cry of human wrong
Shall fail to draw me from my path;
Or evil fail to make me strong
With impulse of a righteous wrath:
Dead in my own sufficiency,
Then pity me, 0 grieve for me?
Tertius van Dyke

Ir

-,

F.

Scorched Shepherds
Zech.10:2-4
I. In a rather dismal view a prominent ma~ asked me recently "in
your wildest imagination, concoct
the worst situation in which you
could place a preacher." How
would you have answered?
A. Immoral situation?
B. Lies of major proportion?
c. Family desertion?
II. All bad, but nothing could unwind
a gospel preacher more than exposed error! His profound respect
for the word of God leads him to
abhor the thought of error.
III. We are taught to despise every
false way. Remember these
quotations?
,
Gal. 1:8-9 "But tho we, or an angel
from
Isa. 55:8
Matt. 15:13
Matt. 7:15
"Beware of false prophetsi
Matt. 7:21
"Not everyone that sayeth
"This have ye made
'
Matt. 15:7
Luke 6:39

-,

2.
IV. Now try our text
(Read)

Zech. 10:2-3

A. Idols have spoken vanity
1. Blessings contrastingly
come from the Lordi whereas
idols are misleading
2. Pagan occultism implied
3. Teraphim small household,
oracular divinity
4. Possession of one implied
family leadership - in case
of a married daughter it
assured her husband of
rights to his father's
property
5.Rachael stole Labans
Gen. 3:19
I Sam. 15:23
II Kings 23:24
B. Diviners have seen a lie
1. Wrong way to get informatiot
2. Look, "cut" a liver and
decide from the looks of
the matter
Ezek. 21:21,26·

c.

Results
1. Have told false dreams
2. They comfort in vain

\.

journey
c)
from
. Troubled because there was
no
a)
too mild
b
down"
do
c

were
false - either heathen
government or their own
false priest.
D. God's reaction scares and
scorches
1. Mine anger was kindled
against the shepherds
a) Burning sensation in
throat from rage
b) They didn't do what they
were supposed to do do we?
2. I punished the goats
a) Powerful are called the
goats
b) God's anger is against
all that's false

2'1

c.) This accounts for the continuance of the church1
not the picture of a rElMliflllh ! I nirj'~! !
d.) Jesus claims to be that stone. ~f. fit . . L.t/~·'" ;
Matt. 21:42 IlJesus saith unto them, Did ye never rea~
Acts 4: 11 "This is the stone whi ch was set at nought oj
I Pet. 2:4-8 liTo whom coming, as~nto a I.iving stone!
Eph. 2:14-15 IIFor he is our peace, who hath made bOI
e. Jesus is chur IS sure fda
. .J 'c±' .1 ......1.\ i
Q'.~."j

eh~.rlllll:

a.
have
~tt4~ " .
b.) As a peg we use to:
. ;
(1)
all the glory of God.
(2) is peg wi II not fail.
Isa. 22:20-25 (Read)
(3) It will go on forever.
c.) Peg or nail Sh,..... d.) We can also ~• • • • • • - Shakers
hung chairs.
e.) Do: illiG:: G' • b t b 17 7'[ ID'IB+tion & as
• 'Jf'8'en bear.
Isa. 53
f .) So whether we are fasten i ng tent c peg or hang i
Is on wall of house picture is helfIFul..
t

ces a r .
b.) We may see the fullness at
2
1 :7-10 uAnd

~..w...J

2nd c~ming.
troubled rest wi~

a~~.~fI

.uses con
b.) Rather 1 he1s the most absolute ruler the world's
ever seen.

j

\
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a.) Put to shame or confusion.
IL
!
B. Joseph & Judah Repatriated (V. 6-7)"!..~~
1 • They as one nation, come to their former home.
a.) Come to own land in peace & security.
b.) C/Restoration from Babylon regarded as 1 natiol1
c.) Joseph = Israel = 10 tribes of Ephraim.
d.) They'll share the victory.
2. Mercy - as tho not cast off a.} Will be as tho I'd not loathed them.
Jer. 31 :34 IIAnd they shall teach no more every man ~
Ezek. 36:11 "And I will multiply upon you man and b~
b.) Safety & comfort theirs.
c .) Forget brmer woes.
d.) Were loathed as abhorant.
e.} God's mercy shall be as tho Pd never been casti
off!
:
3. I am the Lord - & will hear them.
a.) He is everlasting ....
b.) He is unchangable.
c.) He is covenant keeping.
d.) His whole being is pledged to hearing.
e.) Joy is intense in the Lord.
4. Ephraim. (11".17)
a.) Mighty..
0
b ) Heart as touched by wine.
(1) Hasten to battle ·as refreshed by wine.
(2) Spirit of God, like wine, mdkes glad via that
whi ch is unnatural.
c.) Children see it.
(1) Strength in un ion of forces •

.ic'-l tD+6I6

-

not

.V.M~r~

no.tio s t~

4.
Gen. 15: 1S 11ln the same day the Lord made a covenar
b.) 50X as big as Jews possesse.d.
c.) Voltair said it was a little God who gave a
little land & ca lied it good & large. (Exo. 3:8'
1t's 1/3 larger than Frances!
6. Pass thru sea c aff! i ction •
a.) Lord will bring home the exile c signs like
leaving Egypt.
b.) He'll repeat the miracle of the Exodus.
c.) No obstacle sha II bother their return.
7. Strengthen in the Lord.
'~
a .) It will not fade away.
'U ~
b.) Live in obedience to and in dependence on the
Lord.
c.) Highest strength one can have.
d.) We need this moral strength today.
e.) We rest to work again - we need to be strength~
• Walk up & down in his name.
.
a.) Manliness seen in:
(1) Self mastery - not passiorl •
(2) Divine invigoration.
(3) Deivotion to right ..
(4) Associate c noblest.
(5) Growing nohleness of charoct'$'"
(6) Hope 'of immOrtality.
b.) True life.
(1) Holy consecration - name of Lord.
(2) Harmonious development - walk.
(3) Spiritual usef,ulness.
(4) H9ilPyassociations.

$ ..
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(5) Delightful prospects.
c.) Human life has ups & downs - we all walk that
road, itls not level.
d.) Walk in name of the lord - not greed, ambition
pleasure.
Micah 4:5 ttFor all people will walk everyone in the
e.) Christian walk is in the name of Christ.
f.) Walk shows ease, freedom, activity,
• perseverance.
g ) Name stands for revealed character which will
be manifest in Messiah.
9. Sa.ith the lord.
a.) Thatls the divine Seal.
b.) It will be donel
c.) Infallible faithfulness •

I#.w.. ~$-3/-gl
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The Voice of the Howling Shepherds
Zech.ll:I-3
I. I often wonder, would I have
listened as I heard it for the
first time-or would Zechariah's
warning mean nothing to me?
A. He tells of a threatening
judgment to come.
B. Do I not want it--only the
positive, never the negative?

..~.

--..

II. Shall we study a difficult
chapter seeking the practical
application of this inspired
work?
A. First, is it literal or
figurative?
1. Some Jewish authors say
figurative as Lebanon always
st60d for Jerusalem and its
temple.
2. Others say it's literaliin
application to Lebanon's
destruction with words like
"doors" to have a figurativ~
slant.
3. Irrespective we can get a
great lesson knowing that
these earlier addressed
received the intended
message.

B@
that
the
he see
the threat of j
sapo
to
for destruc
11 open the

. Are "doors" the
sses?
5. Or
Cedars of Lebanon
Id
and there
he speaks of Jerusalem?
C. Cedars of Lebanon
1. Symbol of Israel's glory
2. As earlier said, an
irrestible action
a) Could do nothing to
resist the conqueror
cutting and taking to
his palace
b) If temple Josephus said
took 20 men to close
eastern gate
c) Paul thrown out of it
Acts 21:30

3.

f
'IV'

d) Jews thrown out for
resisting gospel
e) Roman burned it
l .. Cedars represent the
noblest of the land
4. Judgment comes even to the
mighty
D. Howl, fir trees
l. They represent common folk
2. Speaks via imagery of times
a cut below leaders
Luke 23:31
I Peter 4:18
3. If the great ones fall how
possibly could the little
ones stand?
4. Solomon used fir for doors
and floors
I Kings 5:15, 34
5. David made harps
II Samuel 6:5
6. Distinction prevailed
among the Hebrew folk
7. Great variety-intellectual
giants, intellectual
dwarfs
8. The mighty are spoiled-death awaits us all!
E. Oak of Bashen - howl for the
forest is come down

\.
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F.

worthless

G

to have bad men
of
s
4.
of all to
character
Roar of the Young Lions
1. Lions used to be
the
oaks of Jordan - in
inaccessible part
2. Sad to see the ambition
the young lions have:
hungry, ravenous,
rapicious

III. What's the lesson for us?
A. There is a judgment for all.
B. My position, great or small,
does not excuse me from it.
C. Some things persisted in for
so long chart a course that's
irreversible.
D. We are each needed to lead in
the right!

-

WHOM DO 1 HAVE TO BLAME BUT MYSELF?
Zech. 11 :4-6
I. It's so easy for me to hold you responsible for olt

>

my shortcom i ngs ,
':;
A. Saint & sinner both ascribe their failtxe to som~
other than self.
B. Zech. lets us see who is at fault - perhaps we cat)
honestly face ourselves.
II. Will you listen to something centuries old, then
make this hour's application? Let's see what was
happening in Zech. time.
III. God's Action.
A. "Feed the flock of the slaughter
1. This is the role of the good shepherd.
2. Hismerc:y still there & his desire to help.
3. He's warned that palace, prince, people are all :
tofall,-butstill he's trying to help.
I
4. The mercy 'of God's amazing.
5. Yet he fairly speaks of the end - the slaughter. !
a.) Government & false prophets slay them by
i
leading them to those things that bring destruct~
b.) Physical hurt-comes via invasion.
I
c.) Sin slaughters many things:
(l) Energy.
(2) liberty.
(3) Advancement.
I
(4) Ideas.
I
B. The Enemy is Active.
I'
1 • The Possessors slay them - they act like they own
the flock. '. .
I

J
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moment,

&

error;

to rescue f

I

gave

When the Shoe's On My Foot!
Zech. 11:7-10
I. Often t£mes we view the problems
with spy glasses.
A. Glad it's far away.
B. Sympathy I feel, but glad
you've got it.
C. But finally it's mine! Now
what will I do with it? How
will I cope with the problem?

t·

II. Such was the case for Zechariah.
A. First, God says what He wants.
b. Second, Zechariah moves to
center stage and acts. This
should be the modus operandi
for us!
III. God's Action
A. "Feed the flock of the
slaughter."
1. This is the role of the
good shepherd.
2. His mercy still there and
His desire to help.
3. He's warned that palace,
prince, people, are all to
fall, but still he's trying
to help.
4. The mercy of God's amazing.

\
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the
a

b

c

Advancement
Ideas
Be The
is
1. The possession slays themthey act like they own the
flock.
2. They say they are "not
guilty."
a) We all have ways of
excusing ourselves even
from obvious truth.
Jer. 50:17-18 READ
b) We close our eyes to the
consequences of our
actions.
3. They "sell" and thank God
they are rich.

t

feeds

me

!

He had
scourage.
a Israel were God s folks
b) God used heathen
chas se
c Insult
i

yet He called
servants of God.
d
further
went too far
whom
served
became too
cruel in
e) Josephus said 110,000
Jews taken.
2. Yet Zechariah enters as
personification of true
shepherd.
a) He will do what God
wants him to do.
b) By His word, God always
commands.
c) He will do what he is
able to do and if still
they perish he's tried!
d) After he tries their
perdition will be their
own fault.

4.
3. He feeds.
a) "Tend" - the shepherds
full work.
b) He knew what he was
supposed to do!
c) "I feed" repeatedly said
d) God uses a helper - it's
hard to exhaust His
mercy.
e) Obviously God wants
things right for us.
B. With our desire we also need
a game plan - Zechariah had
one in "The Beauty of the
Bands."
1. Symbolism
2. Shepherd had two staffs
a) One as weapon against
wild animals
b) One to guide sheep
Ps. 23:4
3. Names:
a) Beauty
1) Favor, Lovliness,
Graciousness
2) One used to mark
sheep, dipping end
into red liquid Clark
3) Stood for full favor
or loving kindness

\.

5.
b) Bands
1) Union, Binders, Unity
2) Hook or crook used to
catch sheep by horns
or leg - Clark
3) Two rods show beauty
and union of people.
4) When one broke there
was another by which
held together.
4. "I will feed" - God and
shepherd still want to be
useful.
C. Change of Game Plan
1. They did not want to play!
2. "3 shepherds cut off in one
month."
a) Worthless ones
b) Not identified - many
suggestions as to
identity.
1) Legal priesthood,
judges, & lawyers or
interpreters of
Scriptures.
2) Prophet, Priest, King
3) Not individuals but
three orders
4) Who knows?
5) Buyers, sellers,
pitiless shepherds(?)

'\
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6.
c) Cut off in one month
1) Short time
2) In one month they
killed Jesus
3. Mutual loathing
a) God does and they do!
b) Loathed - nauseated
c) Loathed - impatient,
straightened
4. I will not feed you
a) No sadder verse than
(v-9)

b) Situation without remedy
captivity without end
Hos. 5:14
Micah 5:7-8
c) No deliverance will come
from kings they've
chosen.
John 8:21
d) God refuses to shepherd
them
e) Saw sheep die, but did
not bind up wounds rather let it die
f) Sheep are abandoned
g) Cannibalism comes
h) God's patience is
exhausted

J

\
\
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7.
i) Consequence of their
disobedience was the
abandonment
j) Abandonment leads to
ruin
k) Cessation of divine
mercy - like Samson
"wist not that the Lord
was departed from him."
IV. For me - what more could God do?

';
'.
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When Fellowship is Broken
Zech. 11:10-14
L. There finally comes a day when
man, of any age or dispensation,
can exhaust the patience of God.
A. Zechariah so warns Judah
B. Zechariah uses imagery to
prove it.
II.

<ilQ~\1t.:y .broRen: -"" covenant
cancelled.
A. God had t~lOrst.affs- beauty
and binder.
1. Beauty cut asunder.
2. Breaking it shows relations
are at an end.
3. Cut off bodily member,
mutilate.
4. Patience exhausted.
B. Covenant ends.
1. with beauty cut no longer
preserving people - broke
covenant with them.
2. Won't stand with nations
that favor Israel.

Matt. 24:2

"Not one stone upon
another • . "
3. God had protected via staff
from nations without, but
not anymore.

\
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2.

) :

4. When Israel behaved, even
their enemies were at peaceThey too were blessed.
5. Now God removes restraint
from overrunning His people.
6. This protection earlier
offered He called a covenant
C. Poor understood
1. Some saved out of the flock
of slaughter
2. They fixed eye on the Lord
3. Bulk of nation took no
heed, but humble paid
respect to His word and
recognized He'd fulfill it.

~.,

III. He bargains with the folk.
A. Give me my price or forbear.
1. Note the history
a) God took the Jews
b) Asked them to be His
folk
c) They refused even though
he conserted to serve
thern:dflY iind~~ig:he "
,i
d) His services had a price'
e) He works as one hired
f) Allows them to freely
return as is good in
their eyes.

(/
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3.
2. Facts to observe
a) God does not force man's
free will.
b) He puts life and death
before man and bids us
take life.
c) When it's obvious they
must be brought to a
decision, He asks for
His ways.
d) Not forced - else you
make a cult.
e) Ways he wanted were
faith, repentance,
obedience.
3. Payor forbear
a) Voluntary do or else
speak with indignation
b) Forbear - cease, leave
off, abandon
c) Not a mercinary - if no
pay, don't bother leave it undone
4. Paying always a question how do we pay for gospel
meetings?
a) Preachers do not exact,
but amount is left to
others.
b) Ministers do not force.
their claims.

\.
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4.
1 Cor. 9:9-17

"We have not used this
power."

c) Left in the hands of
people
2 Cor. 12:14 "Seek not yours but you.
5. what value do we set on the
services of God?
6. If God asked, "How do you
feel about my services?"
how would you answer?
B. Weighed 30 pieces of silver.
I.e This their decision - insult
price of slave
Exo. 21"32
Matt. 27:7
2. Instead of wages offered an
insult.
3. Contempteous - 30 pieces
more insulting than no
price at all.
4. They didn't appreciate
seriousness of situation.
5. Jesus cost 30 to Judas (hard to see how Matthew
uses this passage).
6. Also accredited to Jeremiah
19

..-

s.
C. Cast to Potter
1. Irony in calling it a
magnificent sum
2. Cast - fling with contempt
of a thing unclean
Isa. 14:19
3. Potter lowest of laboring
class.
4. His production marred by
most trifling of accident saw on Rhodes.
5. Was it idomatic expression
like "throw to dogs?"
IV. Fellowship Broken
A. Band broken
1. Retained second staff for
awhile - symbol of
reluctance to give up on
folks.
2. Folly & sin bring end to all
B. Break the brotherhood.
1. Brotherhood dissolved.
2. Jews lost priest, altar,
temple, mercy-seat.
3. 95% today in Israel
'~rth~14st,.

4. Shepherd & flock severed.
5. Broke Aunity."

-
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WOE TO THE lDOl SHEPHERD
Zech. 11:15-17
1. We oftentim~ can see what we don It want by
contrasting with what is, that's repulsive.
A. You don't want to act like that child, do you?
B. You don't want your lungs looking like that, do
you.
e. I remember we put bacon in a jar of coke - week
later it was full of holes - you don It want a
stomach Iike that, do you.
II. God had the Prophet Adorn self as Idol, Worthless,
Foolish shepherd - it would be a living demonstraH
of what He did not wantl The impersonates him.
Zech. 11: 15-17 Read.
A. The. Foolish Shepherd Identified.
1. Equipment or instrument.
a.) Not toldwhat they were.
b.} False one does come via the permissive will of •
God - "I raise up".
.
co} God was going to allow the people to be
chastised by en instrument whom he would
permit to work his will.
d.} Tho hard qt. as to origin of evil it does not
come w/o the knowledge of God.
e.) God's pi cturedas doing what he permits harden Pharoah's heart.
2. He will not care for the lost.
a.) Utterly indifferent to needs of flock.
b.) We'll see sheep in various areas of distress,
various sta~es.

%.1
c.) Doesn It raise a finger to get lost sheep to safety
d.) Careless & indifferent.
e.) He abandons the sheep.
3. Will not seek the young.
a .) Easy for young to get scattered.
b.) Need attentive watching.
c.) Counsel in: sex, drugs, encounters, Oriental
religions.
d.) Dignity (worthy, honorable) courage (take a
stand) love.
e.) Mine-is-better-than-yours syndrome.
4. Will not heal the injured.
a.) Betrayed by some - stripped of dignity for
another's purpose.
b.) Need touch as chaplain in mental ward said he .
ministered by touch - Jesus - love c skin on. !
John 1:14 "And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt d
c.) Note:
I
1 .) Rub me wrong way.
2.) Sorrow t~uched. me.
3.) Si ck at stomach·.
4.) Kind heart.
5.) Pain in neck.
6.) Get off my back.
7.) Under my skin.
8.) See thru you.
5. Wi II not feed the healthy.
a .) Won It he Ip the robust.
b.) Positively criminal.
c.) To stand = sound, healthy •

•.

"

d.) Helps neither sick nor well.
e.) Such need strengthening:
1.) Prayer.
2.) Trouble: Chr. life not a way out but a way thrt
3.) Values.
4.) Forgi veness.
B. Viciousness of Foolish Shepherd seen.
1. Eat the meat of the choice sheep.
a.) Not on Iy indifferent to needs of flock but
devours what1s there.
b.) Greed goads him.
2. Tears off their hoofs.
a.) Swallows last morseli of flesh.
b.) Violently does it.
c.) Mutilates flock so they can1t stray - always
dainty morsel at hand.
C. Woe to the Foo lish Worthless One.
1. Sword strikes arm.
a .) Doom comes.
b.) Withers - drys up, shrivel, atrophy.
.
c.) Arm that should have defended is withered as b~
catalepsy.
.
d.) Judgement a Iways comes.
e.) Arm symbol of power - dries up.
2. Sword strikes rt. eye.
a.) His career will be short.
b.) Lose vision.
I
c.) Eye that should see is blinded.
J
d.) Eye - symbol of knowledge, vigilence, foresig I
utter Iy darkened.
I
_~J

i
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3. May his arm wither 8. his rt. eye be blinded.
a.) He'll boast of might & intelligence thus arm &
eye destroyed.
b.) Punishment to the valueless.
c.) Isn't it strange sheep will follow such a shepher.
d.) Chief characteristics:
1 .) Shameful negligence.
2.) Shameful selfishness - instead of feeding flock,
feeds self.
3.) Unblushing cruelty.
e.) See enormity of crime when bad men reach high
office.
f.) Under profession of blessing they are greatest
curse to race.
g.) Keil, "That which is perishing he will not
observe; that which is scatter,ed he will not
seek; & that which is broken he will not heal;
that whi ch is standing will not be cared for •
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2. If God can do all this, He can fulfill every
promise.
~"'• • •8 "."wa"Ji!ailli, i&~;"
1. Hes ......... I!.
2. He alClllilo$ has life ~ive.
3. Not on Iy Crea~ b,utPr~~.
Ps. 104:2-~'Who coverest thyself with light as with a
4. Man '!lust remember this .40f'$M~ f'fx-,f, *-'t ;2sJetat
2 Pet. 3:4 'Where is the promise ••• things continue
Amos 4: 13 "For, 10, he that formeth the mountains, al'1
5:8 "Seek him that maketh the seven stars and ~

Cur r

Ihl iII111_"""Wiihin,~..~

1. Spirit not same substance as body.
2. Worlds of Matter & mind are in His control.
III. ~ _ Sfgmfi:ecmce oftt¥fsfiW
A • ~;~ Cf"e01'1vEtfydtd removes an doubt He
~ now do what··&. " . . ..L
1 • Attributes cited so all may believe what He's
promised He's able to perform.

I

I

::~C'~r:-e.-;;:r~,:;~'i~I'1

B.
Isa. 42:5 "Thus saith God the Lord, he that created t~
44:24 "Thus saith the Lord, thy redeemer, and hel
1 • Lord eminent &ac:tive in heaven & earthly rea Im
2. 31.l1p.r.illlu:,~&fAdt~. deistic error that God create
the universe & left it to itself.
.
3. Not fortuitous but the work of His creative geniu~

1'

""·8'd_.

C.~m.n ••

1 • God is over all.

ihe mind boggl,es at the vastness of Hie untvers~tisten to

I

these facts:
~
The nearest star is four-and-a-half light years away, which
means that it takes light, traveling at 186,000 miles a second,
this time to cross the distance to earth. This means that Apollo 8,
traveling at the pace it achieved on its journey to the moon,
would take on~ hundred sixty years to reach the nearest star and
return to earth: The Milky Way system has ten billion stars. It
would take one hundred thousand years at the speed of light to,
travel from one end to the other, and it would take twenty
thousand years to journey across the Milky Way. The Milky Way
is but one of millions of similar systems. The nearest of these is
called Andromeda and is so far away that light has taken two
,
million years to reach us. Hence the great telescopes of earth.
are groping, not only into outer space, but into the depths of time

"God, the Disturber" - By Alan Walker - Pages 108-109
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enormous,
to measure
year,
equals about six
earth
Astronomers estimate that the diameter, or the
a line drawn straight through the middle, of
Wheel" is about 100,000 light years.
We cannot travel at the speed of light, which isl
miles per second, but even if we could, would take
"forever" to cross
Milky Way Galaxy from one &ide
the other!
.
...

. . . . upon
around our
several times!
light-year is six trillion miles! Now multip
by billions! The size, energy,· and beauty
our
world is mind-staggering.
Yes, it is big, but not nearly as big as the
Out there -- there is more than
SO}1ETHING -- there· is SOMEONE! This world cannot be
an unexp lained accident! Why s.hould we doubt the
ability of a God who makes quasars! God is on our
side; He is in control; He knows • • • and best of
all • • • He will keep His word.

QQ!!. who made it ~

C.B.H.
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Of What Speaks the Prophet?
Zech. 12:1-2
I. The interpretation of prophecy is
difficult.
A. Not only are the words sometime hard to grasp, but B. The time frame in which they
are placed is difficult to
calendar.
1. Matthew 24 - end of world
or Titus time?
2. Zechariah - Jerusalem
destruction or the end of
church age
3. I'll admit prejudice-born
of past, pre and a
millenium discussion.
4. Surely all of us want the
truth--wherever it is.
5. Let's see if we can put
Zechariah in right time
frame.
II. It's "the burden of the word of
the Lord, for Israel." 3 question~
A. What's the burden?
.
B. Define Word of the Lord.
C. Is there a future ordained
of God for fleshly Israel?

\,

,

2.
III. What is the burden?
A. Defined
1. Adam Clark "a new prophecy"
but that does not say when
it will be fulfilled, nor
does it automatically put
it in a time frame
2. It's a distinct prophecy different from all others distinctive - Pusey.
3. Word fo~ burden is "massa"
and it has to do with
prophesies containing
threats & announcing judgments - Baron
4. Massa is a divine message
freighted with woe and
judgment. - Unger
5. Massa is a prophecy of grief
Luck. (He further qualifies
by saying often grief comes
before blessing).
C. Thus we see there was coming
something of a nature Israel
might not want to hear ~ it
tells of punishment.
IV. Word of the Lord
A. This defined
1. God has an authorized
message
2. It ~eets the needs of man

---.---'7
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is full
was or
th
message
tended for Israel?
A F
1
or
srael - a race of
to speak or the
Christ? (
says
)
1. Do I have a
1
that 1
me with the
geography of Jerusalem?
2. Is there something of Judah
geographically with its
Jews and Arabs that today
affects the West End church?
3. Is there anything that cou16
politically occur there
that would make my salvatior.
my work, my worship of any
spiritual variation?
B. Why ask this?
1. Is this prophecy one
already fulfilled, or does
it come at the end of the
world?

4.
2. Was it fulfilled in Neb.
time?
3. Was it a political divination of the affair of the
Kingdom of Judah in which
ardent hopes were expressed
by the unknown prophet - he
being sadly disappointed
respecting the final
struggle and results of it
as the Jewish Kingdom dealt
with a Babylonia power.
4. Was it bhe Roman seige?
5. Was it Jerusalem's final
seige?
6. Was it a summation of
Israel's conflict with
heathen powers as Pulpit
Commentary says it is?
7. Jack Lewis "It is not
possible to identify
historial events that lie
back of this section."
8. Is this something of daily
fulfilled and will be in
the church til Christ comes
C. The Jews are here.
1. There have been world-wide
efforts to crush them.
2. Some Jewish believers have
always been with Jesus.

\
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3.

Jerusalem is the "Reel" Thing!
Zech. 12:1-4
I. I read with both fear & comfort:
A. Apple of His eye
B. Hollow of His hand
C. Lord knoweth them that are His
D. Better have a millstone than
a mistake
II. This protective nature of God
over His children has ever been
true
A. Blood does run thicker than
water
B. Fire does give way to frying
pan
C. All this seen in a Jerusalem
chapter
III. Jerusalem a copy of trembling.
A. Explain
1. Margin says slumber or
poison--put you to sleep
for good!
2. Jerusalem a large basin
from which all nations drin~
and it makes them reel.
3. Could say Jerusalem is the
Reel Thing!
4. It's big enough for all
nations to drink.

2.
5. She's a goblet of wine that
causes extreme intoxication
a) Met their match
b) Smite their ownselves
c) Like men who attack a
big cup of wine - find
themselves unable to
take it - eyes bigger
than their stomach.
6. Jerome - "Anyone who
crosses Jerusalem's threshhold in hostile guise will
totter and fall."
7. Judah not opposed to
Jerusalem - just distinguished from it. They never
fought each other.
B. Obvious they'd gotten hold of·
more than they could handle it was the tar baby story
deluxe.
IV. Second similie was Jerusalem as a
burdensome stone.
A. Explain
1. It's a stone can be moved.
Dan. 2:45
Isa. 28:16
Luke 20:17
Matt. 21:44

i
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3.
2. Clark says it may be one
thrown on the breast of
another to kill him.
3. Unger says a stone as in a
weight lifting contest
B. Application
1. Men have often risen against
God.
a) Diocletian erected a
monument saying Christianity was blotted out.
It survived- he perished
b) Voltaire's press printed
Bibles.
2. Fight against God's
anointed and you get the
cuts.
a) Cut - lacerated, bear
scars
b) Ruptured
c) All who are left have
rents in them
V. Third figure - Mad Rider of
Astonished Horse
A. Horse smitten with astonishment
1. Blind horse and mad rider can you imagine any team
less effective?
2. Gets blind staggers

-

4.
3. Intense visitation will
come from God on those who
attack Jerusalem.
4. Calvary destroyed - surely
horses and calvary not last
battle!
B. Rider with madness
1. Wild and helpless
2. Panic
VI. What lessons drawn?
A. The highest in human estimation acknowledges that thei~
strength is in those who are
of no account in this world.
B. Extremity of Israel a great
occasion for God to show His
power. He's the supreme
defender.
1. He uses plagues.
2. Bewilderment, madness,
blindness (Deut. 28:28).
C. Sometimes it looks like all
the world is against you even
as they were Jerusalem.
D. One who seeks to injure others
winds up being hurt himself.
1. Crush others-crush ourselve~
2. One out of ten teenagers
!
pregnant
3. 80% boys, 70% girls engage
in sex by 16 years of age.

i
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E. History recites those who hurt
self.
Ps. 7: 16
1. Joseph's brothers
2. Haman
3. Jews and Jesus
Prov. 26: 27
F. Lord punishes those who punish
His
1. It's no local struggle.
2. It's against no minor foe.

-
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Z~c~. 12:6-9

•
for each to see he's vital.

I. One greet';, . n!',' ,IS
A. We eetch ~ contr.titte •
i
I Cor. 12:12.ror as the body is 6ne, and hath many ~
14, For the OOGyls not one member but manl
B. Further, itls essential to know that from the most '
~' un.elyof sources great strength can come.'
1 .~Tell story of C. W. Bradley & short wave.
2. There are many unknown heroes.
C. Zech. is a great illustration of this.
II. We Ever need the Big ;f9tks.
A'~ We Ive got to have the II Go-vernors • II
V.' 6 Itln that day will I make the governors of Judah
1 • C)fte' ..,sl.tloh may have governor or "chieffon.
2. Rut. over 1000.
3. C'tmturioo over 100.
4. 'Hc~ eOnfittence fn leaders.
aU;
must be effectlve.
1. 2 slmHes vsed: flrepot (to carry hot coeds) and

Th_y

torc¢h •

2. Pf dure is that they will il,dte - as wood reGJdy
for thehurningof'
3. H..-th = a pen - vh::mry is''pfngtobe comp,lete
4 • Torch to . , thi.ng,s Q9{o'W.
5. Lessetns twofold:" .,
a .) God is able t~ use me" to overcome'oll foes.
b.) Men must move into slot hels prepar.d - torch
has to ~ moved, else it flickers.
11 (Amhition)
12 JR.. R.)

-

v.

7.

L

L

.)
b. )
c .) I<' ""r",,,,,,,,
d.)
e. )
f.) Mack
report #3.
2.
become Davids.
I be as stout as Davi d
a .) Weakest
& was on
I star team.

B.
1
2.
3.

4.

~

have enough soi I to nourish branches. If any
buds appear, they are ntpped off. Starvation &
spoilation lead to dwarf trees.
4. True greatness1s personal of character, socially
useful, rises in glory of divine strength, can be a
common possess iol"l, Ieads to etern i ty •
(Thielicke #4)
5. W. J. Bryan & watermelon IS •
C. I must be:
1. Patient before God (Basic needs 116).
2. Humble.
3. Forebear toward others.
"
4. Serve, in God given strengtJ:i.,
D. I am the "Body of Christ. II ,
1 • Magnify self & you get

~,

,
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can $x,lai" a wate.lon, do flot be too sure that YtW can set
U.its to the p&Weraf t:he Almi
or tl!l1 just what He would 00, or
. . tie_uld do it. The _It
III in the world cannot explain"
~tn )'ttl

the _t ttnol'lnt lIIan can e..,t a watermelon and enjoy
itd lI:at fiven us the tMtlos t~at \1ft nee4, and He bas given us tbe

.e~'(;1lA.11It

t~.

_e

necessary to use those things, .nd the truth that He has
&81.
":tYel
to lAS is infinitely
important fOl" our welfare thlfl it
14 :be to understand the lIlYatteries that He hlssten fit to conceal

us.

$_

~w~tit ehl'tltt.tty; if you ask me if I can un4:erUlmleveryttriAf in
. . tiMe, I ....
lOt I understand
tbillls that laid not
tand ten yeal's agOtand if I 1tve ten ...years foqer, I Qpe SOllIe
win be dear that If'e i'lQWobseufe. ~t there fs s...thint 1I'I01'e
thJA un_5t8ding fiel',Ythfng in theIU:ble.. ~ft is this: if we
. . ... Oft11 try to 11". up to the tM,. that we DO understal'ldwe wi 11 not
bMUiIrI to worry about the thiQ9S that we DO NOT understand.
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What the World Needs Now is Feeling
Zech.12:9-14
I. Needs arise--and if I sought to
find one great need of today it
would be feeling.
A. Say it any way you want
heart, concern, attune,
empathy.
B. Too long we pass as ships in
the night-knowing nothing of
the other's cargo and caring
less.
1. Brotherhood should be real
2. Tell of Gary Mansfield's
dismissal at Columbia.
II. How may we have more of it?
A. What would make me more
attentive to a brother's
needs?
1. More knowledge?
2. More examples?
3. More needs?
B. No--first, I must be brought
to the emptiness of self
before I can fill it with
anything else.
C. No account does it better
than the last of Zechariah 12
READ TEXT
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III,. Feeling people and how they came
to be.
A. They were first covered with
the spirit of grace and supplications.
1. Deliverance granted.
2. Prayer and mercy go together
3. Gratitude needs to expressed
B. Look on me--mourn for Him
1. To look means to:
a) Trust
b) Implies longing
c) Revere
2. Look on me - mourn for Him
Same person, unity, thus
divine.
C. See -the pierced one.
1. Means to thrust through.
2. It is to be conscious of
what was done.
D. Mourn for Him
1. As an only son
2. Bitterness for the first
born
3. Like the mourning at HadadRimmon--megiddon
a) Evidently a battle BC 60
b) Located 17 miles from
Caesarea
c) Perhaps Josiah--the last
hope of a fading day

\.

3.
d) Told in II Kings 23 and
II Chronicles 35
e) Reforms II Kings 23
f) Death - II Chronicles
35:20-27
Lam. 4: 20
1) After all this - in
spite of his fidelity
to God.
2) Pharoah the lame
3) Charchemish-fortress
of mish--encounter
between Necho and
Babylonians.
4) What have I to do with
these?
5) Egyptians consulted
their gods before
battles.
6) Disguise perhaps
strenghten, persist,
continue on course.
E. Four families mourn:
Two Royal, Two Sacred
1. David
a) Royal family
b) However high, no one is
exempt from mourning
c) Jerusalem - capital
designates whole country
d) Women apart -as divert
apart.

,
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4.
Ex. 15: 20
Judges 11:34
I Samuel 18:6
II Samuel 6:5
e) Each individual will
experience grief so
keenly he seeks to hide
himself from others.
2. Nathan
a) Solomon's brother
(II Samuel 5:14)
b) From him Mary came.
Luke 3:31
c) We need retirement and
seclusion for deep
religion
3. Levi
4. Shimei -priestly families
a) Sorrow universal
b) Sorrow individual
5. Remain
a) Examples for goodwill now
be followed by all the
rest of the people.
b) Top affects bottom
c) Grief runs deep
IV. Lesson for Us
A. How do I feel when I look on
Jesus?

-

I

4.

was done?
I cruei

compass
?
not fee
the deed

and reject

John : 11
2 8
I Cor
remember the
ist-like Jos
?
C. Is cross centre of all
Christian devotion?
D. Look:
1. See hatred--sin has for
purity--slew holy one
2. Ingratitude of love
3. Abhorrence of God--would
slay Him if he could
4. Sin is decidal in intent
and tendency
5. See guilt.
E. Mourn:
1. For not having earlier
known His preciousness
B. Do I

3. Fear les
ours
. Tremble at the wrath of
God
F.
make us dread
G.

at the
of our rej

1 see the crowd in Pilate's ha.!I, 1 mark their wrathful mien;
Their shouts of llCrucify! II appal, with blasphemy between,
A nd of that shouting multitude I feel that I am one;
And in that din of voices rude, I recognize my own.
I seethe scourges tear his back, I see the piercing crown,
And of that crowd who smite and mock I feel that I am one;
Around yon cross, the throng I see, mocking the Sufferer's groan,
Yet still my voice it seems to be,--as if I mocked alone.
:'Twas I that shed the sacred blood, Lnailed him to the tree,
I crucified the Christ of God, I joined the mockery;
Yet not the less that blood avails to cleanse away my sin,
And not the less that cross prevails to give me peace within.
IJMy Sermon-Notes lJ
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By C. H. Spurgeon - Page 359
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The LORD will give victory to the (ents ofJudah first, so that
the glory of the House of David and the glory of the inhabitants
of Jerusalem may not be too great for Judah. 8 In that day, the
I ,ORn will shield the inhabitants ofJerusalem; and the feeblest of
I hem shall he in that day like Oavid, and the House of David like
a divine being-like an angel of the LORn-at their head.
'l In that day I will d'all but annihilate·d all the nations that came
againstJerusalem. 10 But I will fill the House of David and the
abilants ofJerusalem with a spirit of pity and compassion; and
they shall lament' to Me about those who are slain, wailing over
". them as over a favorite son and showing bitter grief as over a
3.•. firstborn. II In that day, the wailing in Jerusalem shall be as great
1 as the wailing at Hadad-rimmon in the plain of Megiddon! 12 The
land shall wail, each family by itself: the family of the House of
Oavid hy themselves. and their womenfolk by themselves; the.
f;~mily of the House of Nathan by themselves, and their women.'
f()lk hy themselves; 1:1 the f~lInily of the House of Levi by themselves, and their womenf()lk by thcms(>\ves; the family of the
7

Shi_meites.~..•~
the~A~<:l'
dod

Emendallo:1y/IIJ,,,t,,pe/ t"~, 0

d thei)",W~. enf~lk~.
themselves;
I

a white I

!i'I.!!/1

.Emendation yields "We wi'/Kavp f dwellPfC.-' of}mtSa{em .
C Emendation .vipid, "safety . .. lj/ ~ LI.I
d·d For the idiom if.
4].]0; il IS a 0 atteste~Jibiblica
C Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
fUsJJ.ally "Megiddo. '.'
h·b

Gen.

-
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I@ Of a 1 the
thri

B.

II. But as all
the
have
same purpose Let's look at
Zechariah
A.
In that
1. A time when great
was to take place
2. Repentance the order of the
day
3. Phrase used 13 times in
last three chapters
B. The Opened Fountain
1. Originally "to bore," or
"dig." It first meant a
well, then moved to a
spring
2. Opened
a) Ever flowing - not a wet
weather branch, nor a
ditch as in our yard and
Bob Baker's.

cac
Hebrew words

f

g

's
come!
h)

e

not for

refre
cleans
and
e
3. For
of Jerusalem
a) All walks needed it
b) Individually applied
c) More than outward not I love a parade
but my heart is in the
matter.
C. For Sin and Uncleanliness
1. Sin - to miss the mark; to
miss the way thus lost.
a) Defiles whatever it
touches
b) Universal
I Kings 8:46
Ps. 14:2-3
Rom. 3: 23

·

3.
c) Removal is world's
greatest necessity.
2. Uncleanliness
a) Dirty
b) Flee it
III. Application

A. Our cleansing needs be as
universal as our sin.
B. Jesus is that fountain
1. He gave blood and water
John 19:37
2. He died for the worst of
men
3. He died to remove guilt and
purify soul
C. It's our eyes that now need to
be opened.

\.
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That's the Way to Handle Error!
Zech. 13:2-6
I. Purity comes at a price. Always
the threat of contamination
stalks man.
A. Pure water and food.
B. New air purifiers for rooms.
C. Congress proposing legislation
to restrict Judicial powers-and the furor it produces.
II. So
A.
B.
C.

with doctrine.
Sound doctrine.
Whole counsel of God.
Twist Scriptures.

III. One of the most graphic dealings
with the encroachment of error I
know is found in our text.
A. And it shall come to pass.
1. We've just been told of
the opened fountain.
2. With it being opened, so
must eyes.
3. If law is worth enacting, i~
is worth enforcing.
4. Only by God's fountain can
sin end--not by fountain
of men's tears.
5. We must come by way He
provides.

-.

2.
6. There is no limit to the
supply God has available
for us.
B. In that day sayeth the Lord
of Hosts
1. Sin is ironic--the temple
stood in a nest of idols.
2. Where word of God best
heard there were also many
false prophets.
3. We need to be warned about
abundance & counterfeiting.
4. In that day, God wanted a
cessation of false teaching.
C. Cut off the names ,ofbhe::.d:dCb.ts
out of the land.
1. Idols to be abolished and
their names perish.
2. Sin's an offense to God;
pollution must also be to
us.
a) Give to something the
love that's due God.
b) Idol: caring, fashioning~
also grief. Thus the
'
moulded.
D. Names no more remembered.
1. Names not to be mentioned
by Jews.
2. Mephibaal became
Mephibosheth, Bosethcontempible thing.

\,

-

,

3.
3. To name evil is a temptation to evil--sweatshirts
are carriers of suggestive
titles.
4. Wrong words are parents of
wrong acts.
5. Curiosity is one of the
strongest incentives to act.
6. Public mention of crime
procedures an imitation of
them.
7. Such the constant way of
God--read Joshua 23:6-8 .
. 8. Keep evil before men and
you gave chance for heart's
hardening. Prophets were
unclean.
Romans 10:3 "For they being ignorant
of God's ..
E. Cause them to pass out of
land.
1. Two great sins
a) Idolatry
b) False prophets
2. It opposed spirit of
hollness.
Romans 1:4
1 John 4:6

-

4.
3. God always checks on His
folks.
Isaiah 48:10
"I have chosen thee
with the furnace of
affliction ..
Psalm 56:11
Acts 14:22 "Confirming the souls of
the disciples • .
4. Fiercer the onslaught the
more glorious the triumph.
5. God wants complete
extermination of evil and
evil teachings.

(!

puttin~ Pressure on the Prophet

Zech. 13:3-6
I. There are events that call for
extreme action.
A. Prison isolation
B. Surgery
C. No food or drink
II. Similiarly there are spiritual
exercises that are strenuous.
When error comes, God knows how
to deal with it. Our text carries
the story (Zech. 13:3-6).
A. Parents Place Pressure
1. Father and mother say thou
shalt not live
"

Deut. 13:6-10
Deut. 18:10
a)
b)
c)
d)

Read
Read

No coddling ehre
No excuses made
No "he may be right"
Parental responsbilities
do not overshadow loyalty
to God

Matt. 10:37
e) Gospel yet has some heart

,
\.

f) Obviously error in anyone
is to be despised.
g) Zeal for God over masters
parental affection.
B. Prophet examines himself (v.4)
1. Realizes lies taught
a) He will be ashamed and
admit his prophesies are
no more sensible than
our dreams are to us
b) He'll be ashamed of garb
c) He'll be ashamed to be a
prophet rather than a
bond slave
d) Hated because he spoke
lies
2. Lies
a) Took refuge in a lie
b) Lie, for many, most
convenient way to
extricate themselves
from a disagreeable
situation
c) Tell second lie to
protect the first
d) It's easy to tell a lie,
it's hard to tell just
one - Thomas Fuller
e) Success may have covered
fraud, but cannot turn
fraud into honesty.

!

\
,
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mantle

f

shed them
1

Not
the dress
but the purpose of
to cover up the wolf

c.

ts
lure
1. Not a prophet
husbandman
a) He confesses
b) Gives up pretext and
became a laborer in
the land
c) I'm only a tiller of
the ground
d) No room to have been a
false prophet since
from youth he'd had an
unletter occupation
e) I'm unletter so no
prophet
f) From youth on no time
for anybody but the
farm.

4.
(~t takes time to do
God's work as a prophet)
g) Both occupations keeper of cattle and
husbandman is inconsistent with being a
prophet.

D. Question of Wounds (v.6)
1. "What are these wounds in
thine hands?"
a)Highly debatable
b) Received marks in honor
of his idol, but will
excuse self by saying
he got it in his own
family - Clark
c)Not on hands, but
between hand thus on
breast or on his back
P.C.
d)Self mutilation common-·
P.C.
e)Word could be lover
instead of friend thus
could be self-inflicted!
as he loved idols Baron
f)Stabbed by external
foes of idolatry plus
internal stabbing of
own conscience - Unger

-

@

speakers
e of a
He says in
fr nd
refer to
a Does

1

s

say

Mark
c}

it a confess
s fr
for
pretensions?

III. Whatever, it is still an
inescapable truth - God dislikes
error or competition.

.

the same
the

I

A. It is the
f

represen-I care
the end

not where
result is
B. The pr
1. It was true
ts
It was true
Jesus Peter I go a- shing"
3. It's true with elders
let them be not attentive
or let them fall and sheep
have a hard time
4. It's true in families ~
heads of houses are smitten
by death, sin, apothy, and
little sheep are scattered.
c. Leadership cannot be confronted with more sobering
words: irrespective of the
smitting.
II. Let's look at the Zechariah
setting.

2.
\

A. Awake 0 sword against my
shepherds and against the man
that is my fellow.
1. Shepherd will take another's
place
a) Man who alone was without
sin, who was nearest to
God yet in human form
was dealt with as though
he was a transgressor as if he'd done things
worthy of death.
b) Key word - shepherd - the
substitution of person
-and of sufferings- one
'for many, the shepherd
for the sheep.
2. Man that is my fellow
a) Much debate over who
this is
b) One united to another by
the possession of common
nature, rights, priviledges - P.c.
John 10:30 "I and the Father are one

c) Lit "man of my union"
d) On equality with God
B. Smite shepherd - scatter sheep
Isa. 53;10-11 "Yet it pleased the
Lord to

-

.21

re
correlation
Turn
I
ones
If Jesus
I
also be
Remember the word that I
John 15
sa
unto you
Hebrew word for I
one
used
here--those who
themselves small
humble
3.
followers
4. Persecuted followers of
Jesus
D. Extent of Suffering
1. Two parts die
a) 2/3 Jews died in Roman
wars
b) Hubbard - Blood not a
solvent but a payment of
penalty-because of
idolatry must give up
life
c) Two parts lit the mouth
i.e. portion of two
2. One part left
a) Some make a play on "in
the lane" as tho Jf'l1ture

4.
b) They keep ~alking about
Israel turning to God will there be any other
means than the gospel?
Will anything else be
preached?
c) Perservesthe sheep by
slaying the perse~vet!
John 18:8-9 "Of ye seek me, let these
d) The afflictions which
are penal and destruction to the many are
remedial and merciful
to the few.
3. Through the fire arid the
result
a) Purified as metals in
fire
b) Not consumed by fire
but refined.
E. The end result
1. They shall call - I will
hear.
Ps. 50:15 "Call upon me in the day
2. Human malice acting freely
could do no more than that
his hand and his counsel
had forordained to come to
come to pass (??) - Pusey

"<,

-

5.
3. It is my people - The Lord
is my God.

\

"

-

\
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6. The who Ie thing must be taken to
Kingdom
n its trials,
triumph

",*"::.:.;f:.::':'::':":

7.
1. Is it a distinctive doy belonging especially to
God & an event?
2. Is it just before 2nd coming of Christ?
3. Is it whole N. T. Kingdom era?

4.5iE!!~
II.
II

I

stege when only later
I
divine interventit'JIf!Y wi~1 save the day.
I
2. Spoil is wh~ others take as vict~y & fruit of war'
3. Yktps), po ,1.r ld"l' t"u
i"SFsne it
in~ity, itself.
nftlnA,I'~'!O

'e;,,,",,

4.T·

. . . .~. .~~~

5.

,J L

y. interrupting

t~ision.

6. IICity"either Jer. or the church.
are able to penetrate the greatest enormity
of their fellowmCIt:1 - they rob & ro~rigrow in
no.!
2. They are a tool of
3. They will be'f)uni

i,

\

-

f
J

tbS)' cI •••rE.ael, • .,~ tJa.ir own will.
a.) \*thet the)' did was beld.
b.) 'MILUI IIIsl diellire, Wdilled 16."

j.

4.

C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

rs

1. Not so much that the enemy fJifrstronger but
rather that God orchestrated the event •
.Acts 2:23 "Him, beinq delivered by the determinate
2. Jews under s¥"ah~y of a foreign power till
AD 70 then scattered.
Nu. 23:9 "For from the top of the rocks I see him, a
3. Jerusalem today notal! Jewish - Arabs call .it

IS".

- ..,g!
1' ' ' i

4i

1'

,. 1/2 captives of wa .
2. Don't press - later 2/3 perish":" merely a
rhetoricol
.

--

~
1. Our dire extremity becomes God's opportunity.
2. lord personelly intervenes iF! the affairs of men.
3. IIGo forth l' - techFl:ical t __ of a King going
forth €It head to do hattie •
4. It's the lord's spechtl interposition.
Josh. 10:14 "And there was no day like that before
5. God declares His presence.
6. The Lord will fight for you - Moses~tchword.
Exo. 14:14,' liThe Lord shall fite for you &. ye shall ho
MAL....: -:if- /aJ. ~
,"
II
rtv~,.,
your,'
• 1:30 liThe-Lord
God which goeth before
~I"'''''_'''''
you, he
for you.

\.

-

q

4 1
•

Deut. 20:A: Same
~
Josh. 23:10 III man of you shall chase 1000 for
~.
The Lord your Lord he it is that f. as
~5 he hath promised •
".
. Neh. 4:20 1I0ur God shall fite for us. 11 P J.
2Chron. 20: 15 "For the battle is not yourt~tf?-&a's
7. Men try to transfer this glory to themselves.

L

8.

J.<__
i
I·; -c.J. 11 r~.
IP;';~~
II

I

7.

1

,

a

9. At time of greatest need God provi~ His help.
10. He allows trials tobenefit,us.
11. It's the general course of God taking care of His
I
people.
,
112' The Lord re.i 9 neth /
n~/31
II
sitteth upon the flood. PS1.q:IO
13. Don't give upl .
.
' .

I

~

I

tlrlJfJ

. &..cL'"....."

.

!
I.

I
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. NTA IN:' SPUT IN TWO
en. 14:4~51
;<

L ·laIIi. .A. Age.
B. Disease

e.

Disappb
D. Obstacles.
II. I love it wnen against alLtnat opposes we findmts.
moved, valleys created, & escape routes mapped
out. It's on tnts note of optimism I wont to speak
to .you.
Ill.
ted

I., . . . . ._ .••••_ _

l.rh.y are

b.

I.

1.. They ore pvert-un to the
divided in the

.I t

ann!' a

--a

tne(':ity

3. They are

,-Us.
B.~. . . ._ - .
~"'''''it~;t -'<.5.

,
sid .] .. b1'ldj spall ql hurK'OlivN .

. . . . .lICe of (I, Mt. ''7 1/2 rM'ved

1. Only time Mt. Olivet is mentioned by name in

O.T.
2. It is referred to
2 Sam. 15:30 "And David went up by the ascent of mo,
3. Its geography.
a.) .~hl 1 1IIIIe long.
b.) Lip?1i'itsne.
co) aius 18T arnsve bon.
d.) lins;;aQi '
a U.,i.h.
e.) Qat :itlclGS casl a Ii elC) IilLt' af ala. ula. '
f.) Alu,u' '~,I hi . Itnps Ia"rgl,m from s"ing
Juds.: .. ilab "6$9 It
,I.....

.Ie.,

"9,"&1\

g.)-'48' abave 8211:;"I16/1e.

4. It was Mt. of Ascens ton.
Acts 1: 11 IIWhich also said, Ye men of Galilee, why

'iT

iIi
..... .
1. Literal - will Jesus ever touch this e<lJI"th. qgain?
2. It's stllt there - unsevered .- so m.ust be lofer time
is the feQscming of some,
.'
3. Rather feel it's,
showing ,God
knows His people 'need ,help, He ~om.es to rescue
& ossll'es the effectuol me9ns of e~CGpe.
a.) It shows Hd :.:::.: E & N' ill
!]
b.) It
of sri;' nrnrrin,ed ~ God's
th,-..om.et it.
'
c.)I. 7
:I
! ' 'p tbe,natural

at P-

r.

sit

!,

r

t

f'
I

way of escape from the city.
do) God truly comes to aid of His people.

3.

L 2 iiJiid3:a

a.) Shows He firmly rests - He is in contact with
the problem.
b.) Lord has not deserted us to sin & sorrow.
c.) Not idea that one time Jesus will come back
to the one spot on earth from whence He
deported 2000 yrs. ago.
d.) Not that Jerusalem, (mentioned22X in 3 ....
chapters, nations l3X is to be the capital of
the world & Olivet moved so that one' can ,see
it from all directions.
G ••
i is . ( Ii : , I J
1 Split latitudinally or breadth-wise - thru middle
east & west by exceeding great volley:.
2. Olivet disolves into a't!uge volley.
3. God opens a way of escape - cleaves a Mt. We often II move a mt II
Ezek. 11 :23 "And the glory of the Lord went up
D. 6rdlh Fha" Be, GrM! Vg"'v'
1. Where once was a Mt. now a great valley.
2. The barrier is nowe wayofes.(JQpe.
3. Easily accomplished - at instance his ft. fall on
it - nothing too hard for God.
4. TrulY '1, medill a way.

c.

0

0

7

5;fl

?

I,

A3g1

a .) Spot unknown •
. . b •. Asylum from reed

\,

nger

0

4.
a.) Amos 1:1 possibly.

b.)

_ _liiiIIIIfiiIItIid~
V~~__~~~~~~
~

A. . . ._ _ _ __
,

the way I take.
2. YOl](' opposition may be formidable tike a Mt. he can make ita valley.
3. You will overcome.
~"

1 • Ft •• h.;; Ia:a humnity.
2. Split UtshQ¥'s his divinity.
3. Neture does his bidding

......._----.liIIi.'Sun.
o

•

\.

., SHALL BE ttCHT
:6-7

I.

A.
B.

- a pacifist nation 16biflion dollars in trade.

8. At eventAl tl"'e is sltpPo.d to ~,
it will be
1. Are you ww:y? '.
2. Are yoV burdened? .

t'''i. .

u. 3. Are'
- y,ou' de,pr.ed
.

hold ani

----?

'.

'\

3.

f

3.) A t evening, ready to sink into darkness night,
yet there will be light.
D. Gospel goes forth in wide diffusion of light.
! E. Finally full fignt revealed in the face of Jesus.
"-J..lJJ.. ~ I-Io-g~
Lli ..

~
. . '. ~~'.~.I~j~ u.,a,a..
... ~.
~~3-1'-f~

~~~
....

' .

t

~~~.,~ 11-7-'....
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ALONE
When we know that another
depends on us we are spared the
despair of living for ourselveE
alone.-Rabbi MERVIN B
TOMSKY

,

"

-

'.

\

I

a'

SVIM OF EVANGELlSM
ech. 14:8-111

~. Are you
zz;Jed fn your
< .ttWhafr~l}(wont? II

analysis of one:

A: When
YS-' all the world", was He, a little.
carded a y1
B. Could it be Jesus didn't mean lIevery creature."
C. Is c;od pleased with no growth?
II. Perhaps If we examined even prophetic statefhents
prior'to Church's establishment ,'We could catch a
glimps~ of God's catholic v.iew. Zech. is.. a case i
in point.
A. And it sh~1I be in that day.
1. Godhcis something in mind.
2. There is a big day of blessing also trouble &

chastisement :'
B. living waters sholl go out from Jerusalem.
1. Living waters. ~.

a.) Water ,the most precious element in nature.
b.) Uy.ins -fresh, p\re , perennial;.. the figure of
.
blessing God grants the chlr eh. . .
(1) 8espeaks sptritual, blessings.
(2) living vs.' cisterns.
Jer. 2£13 1 "FOr'my people haVe com .2e.vils.
1«. 17:13 It Forsaken "the Lord, the ft. of Ii ving
(3) It gushes forth, aHve.
2. F r o m 1 e r \ J $ o l e m . .. a .)To waterentir'e tegion.,but starts at JertJsaleni.
b.) Itspotnt·of origin.
,
e.) Solvation '15 of the Jews In. 4:22
;

i.

\

I

2.
d.) Of whom, as concerning the flesh, Christ came
Rom. 9:5.
C. His blessings are universal & perennial & purposef\
1. Universal.
a.) Former sea - Dead.
b.) Hinder - Med. Sea.
c.) Orientals faced east in calculating directions,
thus Dead Sea before him & Med. behind him.
d.) Was refreshed by gospel - intended for all region:
e .) Gospe I di ffused •
f .) Gospe I extensive - for a 1\ earth.
2. It's perennial - in summer & in winter it shall be.
a .) Where God is not known, the waters of truth
incessantly flow to it.
b.) Streams abundantly & perennially.
c.) Flows perpetually.
d.) Seasons have no effect on the flow.
e.) ,It's amply supply to meet the needs·ofall who
will drink.
f.) It flows contfnuously ~
g .) It's full & awl lable •
3. The Lord King over all the earth - It's· Purposeful
ao) 3 factors: Catholtc, perennial, purposeful.
b.) The Lord is King. of our lives.
c.) He is rightful Iy ~cknowledged as Lord.
I Tfm. 6:15 King sf K. & Lord ofl,.ords
D.He desires one great religion- 1 Lord - 1 Name.
1. Lord be unique - one ofa Kin~.

2. Solitary.·

~,

\,

:,

~.

Is &

changes to
c)
uence ever en
d.) Like

Iso.

Mt.

4.

Micah 4: 1 111btd
e.) Splendor of Jerusalem to be seen afar.
f .) Church grows - no grounds to expect
typograph i cal. changes.
g.) Jerusalemelevoted.
4. Dwell.
a.) In peace.
b .) Go forth not in capti vity or flight.
5. No more destruction.
a.) Sin won1t flourish.
b .) Sin pun ished •
c.) All obstruction removed.
d.) Jerusalem raised above factions.
Jerusalem raised above corruption.
Jerusalemroised above '<lsSQult.
6. Safely inhabited.
a.) Perfectfysecli'e.
b.) Secure.
t,vL 1,..17-'1211

t,

I
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Whe. n God Settles a Score
Zech. 14:12-15
I.

Nothin~ worse than rebellion
against God impentitently
continued.
A. Do we see Him jealous?
B. Do we feel His hot breath of
judgment?
c. This passage shows it's there.

'~">

II. After God rescues His own He has
something in store for His
enemies. (Read Zech. 14:12-15)
A. God has many weapons.
1. Plagues--physical disease.
2. Mutual animosity--brought
on by great terror and
resultant destruction.
a) Sin punishes sin.
b) Rebellion has mutiny.
3. Temporal losses
B. Fearful to be arrayed against
God.
C. Specifically see these things.
III. Plagues--physical diseases.
A. God sends them.
1. It's God's doing.
2. He restores His own and
destroys H·is enemies.

I.

\.

"L.

B. Plagues
1. Contagious afflictions.
2. Horrible disease.
3. with all the body they
opposed God, now all parts
punished.
4. Fatal blow
5. Unparallel in extent
6. Strikes masses and
individuals.
C. Flesh consumed while they
stand on feet.
1. Reaches every individual.
2.'Flesh decays while they
live.
3. Like shocking leprosy that
spreads rapidly.
4. Erect skeleton with putrifying flesh piled at its
feet.
5. Living corpses.
Rev. 3:1
D. Eyes consume away in holes.
1. They wanted to see Zion
fall.
Micah 4:11
E. Tongues rot in mouth.
1. It had blasphemed.
2. It had sought out God's
folks to annihilate •

.\.

-

3.
3. Living skeletons, socket
eyes and withered tongues.
IV. Tumult
A. Lord among them to stir it up.
B. Hands on neighbors
1. Seige each other
2. General panic
3. Confused
4. Wild panic
5. Lay, hold on each other and
strike simultaneously.
6. Fight to death in close
quarters.
7. Everyone is everyone's foes
8. Seek to master another
powerfully.
V. Unite God's folk and take spoil
A. Judah and Jerusalem together
in unity.
B. Enriched by what it overthrows.
2 Kings 7:2-8
Joshua 6:17-21
7:24-25
1. Repaid all taken away.
Psalm 9:19
Ecc. 8: 11
C. Plagues on cattle as well as'
men.

i

\
\.

-

4.
1. Sin hurts.
Romans 8:22
2. We touch our families

D. Judgment came:
1. within
2. Among
3. Upon
4. Around
E. God does punish evil.

\

ihese words remind us of 8yron f s desaiptton of the destrudion
of Sennacherib's host.
IIAnd there lay the steed with his nostril aJI wide,
But through it there rolled not the breath of his pride;
A nd the foam of his gaspi ng lay wh ite on the turf I
And cold as the spray of the rock-beating surf. II
"The Pulpit Commentary" - Edited by H;, D.M. Spence and
Volume 14
Josepth S. Exell
Page 171 (The Book of Zechariah)

,

"

The Importance of Worship
Zech. 14:16-19
I. Aren't we all asked to evaluate
matters?
A. "It's not important."
B. "Skip that question."
c. "It's central and imperative
to the whole operation."
II. They asked Jesus about the
greatest commandment.
A. He told them.
B. "I thought it was Sabbath"
Sabbath was made for man.
III. Is worship important--does it
matter whether I engage in it
and does the manner of my doing
it matter?
Zech. 14:16-19

READ

IV. Examine the text.
A. The Righteous Remnant
1. Jerusalem has been
assaulted.
2. The enemy has fallen
3. Evidently of the enemy
there has been a conversion
and they now worship God.
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a) Pusey - "Where once
they sought to exterminate the worshipper,
now they join with him
in worship.
b) Usually you will convert
s.ome.
c) Honest folks are willing
to change for the better.
B. God authorizes and expects
regularly prescribed worship.
1. Worship
a) To kiss the hand toward
b) Recognition of superior
power
c) Edifying and refining.
d) It is to be properly
done
e) Unifying--worship one
God
f) Mutually necessary-duty of all.
2. Regularly--year to year
a) Consistent
b)After prescribed time.
C. Keep th~ Feast of Tabernacles
1. Evidently a symbol.
So we
study first what they did
in order to apply i t to
ourselves.
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2. Three commanded Feasts:
Passover, Pentecost,
Tabernacles
a) Passover commemorates
deliverance
b) Pentecost commemorates
Sinai and law
c) Tabernacles commemorates
wilderness wandering
and protection
3. Tabernacle the happiest as
at harvest season.
4. Described in Lev. 23,
Exodus 23:16, 34:22, and
Deut. 16:13
5. Feast of ingathering.
6. Two prong affair
7. Had the joy of the house
of water
8. Each morning of feast a
joyous procession,
accompanied by music,
headed by a priest bearing
a golden pitcher that held
over 2 pints
9. Went from temple to pool
Siloam to bring back water!
10. At same time with their
.
arrival later to mesh
another. procession
'" 'Staoc:ted,.in',I<edren, Valley
with. wil~ow branches.
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1l. Taken to altar and bound
it making a leafy canopy.
12. At same time priest came
with water to put sacrifice
on altar.
.
13. Met with three fold blast
of priests' trumpets.
14. Amid shouts of joy poured
water and wine on altar
tubes.
15. Seventh day reached its
climax.
16. Sea of folk assembled with
palm branches tall as a roan
17. Silent then choir sang
prescribed praise
(Psalm 113-118).
18. People would respond after
each line with Hallelujah.
19. Priest led crowd in march
around altar seven times
Psalm 118:25-29.
20. They were looking for
Messiah in ~his great
occasion of happiness.
2l. Also at end of first day
gathered in court of women
22. Four hugh golden lamps
each with 4 golden bowls
and against each rested 4
ladders.
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23. Four youths from or of
priests descent ascended
ladders and poured oil
into bowls filling them.
24. Worn breeches of priest
served as wicks.
25. Lit up all Jerusalem.
26. Great dance with torches
in hand by leaders.
27. Symbol of God giving
light and protection.
28. Tabernacle three fold:
memorial to past, present
thanksgiving, foreshadow
of future good.
29. We dwell in tabernacles
trying to pass permanent
realm of God.
Fate of non-worshippers-no
rain.
1. Those who do not bless
God will not be blessed
by Him.
2. Neglect of worship exposes
to calamities.
3. Rain with heed.
a) You withhold worship;
God withholds rain
b) Fields are deserts
without rain.
c) God deals harshly with
all who ignore Him.
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d) Must be with the Lord
e) No one else can
worship fOJ;" you.
Luke 11:23
4. Egypt has Nile-needs no
rain. But a nation that
considers itself above
this will also be punished.
5. Egypt typified as enemy
of God.
6. Go up to Jerusalem a stern,
inescapable duty, but also
a glorious privilege.
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~tiiE'D BRIDLE'S AND PIC1\)R"E'SQUE POTS

. Zech 14:2D...~1
I. God moves toward hetterment l& this paragraph
shows it.
L
1'.".
t
-._
A. God has a (fay - it's His Nmetable.
B. God has plans as Larry Hepth's sign, l1God l s not
thru c me yet. 11
"
1 . We all desire a well ordered city.
2. We toy c Utopia.
3. Will holiness get it - materialism surely won't.
4. We'U see 3 spheres:
.
a .) Work - Horses. I'J
b.) Worship - Pots &. Bowls.~~
c.) Home - Vessels. _I-I~
II. Belled Bridles.
0

Har",.'

'*.t, ..

A.
1.

,"hung on

a.) Ilsil_~·'m,alings.
b.). fair in our treatments
B'1l1ll jj I~~'
1 • •1.j.:;:lJit.;.;._i;i_K"'.~;.4It6rses
~~found.
2. Horse '5 harness to say same as Aaron IS 'garments •
On plate of pure gold on turban. Exo. 28:36-3
ao) Lamina on forehead.
b.) Under Moses only on frontlet of High Priest now everywhere is Holiness.
0

-
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For a Better Tomorrow
Zech.14:20-21
I. The world's ever looked for its
Utopia.
A. Rugby in Tennessee
B. Shakertown in Kentucky
c. Utopia and Shangrila
II. All failed - flesh and materialism cry against it
A. Yet I know how to have that
well ordered city
B. I know how because God's told
us.
Zech. 14:20-21 "In that day shall ..

'.,~ ,

III. God's Utopia Embraces:
A. Holiness in the Harness
1. Bells
a) Little metallic plates
b) Hung on bridles
c) Hit together like
cymbals
d) Usually had owner's name
on it
2. Now write Holiness
3. Horses
All that men use commercially and for profit is
consecrated to the Lord.

c

our deal
Word order s
on the
most common f horses
1
ss s found
The entire
embraces ho
I

your
e-went
menu
d
5

Horse
Aaron
Holiness
a) HoI
ss on plate of
pure gold on Aaron's
turban

Exo. 28: 36
Exo. 28: 38
b) Lamina on forehead
c) Placed on highest and
holiest of all positions
6. Application
a) Engrave holiness on most
minute and common of
details
b) We do not bring God down,
but we lift up men

>

3.
I Cor. 10:31
c) Let manufacture put his
conscience in his product. Recent research
says we buy less but buy
more quality.
d) Under Moses only on the
frontlet of the High
Priest - now everywhere
is holiness
B. Holiness in the Holy Place
1. Pots in the house of the
Lord be like bowls before
the altar
2. This has to do with worship
3. Potsvs. Bowls
a) We move from the highway
to the temple
b) Bowls got special care
because of special work
1) Holy vessel from word
"to toss, throw, as
tossing a liquid
having caught the
blood of the sacrifical victim
2) Most important part
of aacrifice- the
blood
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c) Pots of ordinary use in
temple got little care.
They had an inferior
role.
4. Significance
a) Worship not idle show or
sensorous delight
b) Do we bow our heads and
not our hearts? Only
give lip service?
d) Every vessel as sacred as
one that catches blood
and all kept meticulously
C. Holiness in the Home
1. The Jerusalem Pot
a) Move from Holy Place to
home
b) Home the basis for it
all
c) Care of the common
re£lects our characterdoes the back of our
heels shine too?
d) Law of the house
Ezek. 43:12
2. Significance
a) Private and domestic
life hallowed
b) Nothing secular
Isa. 11: 4-5

-

5.
c) Everything is in an
advanced stage of
holiness
Rev. 21: 27
Rev. 22: 15

1;'

d) Pot distinction abolished and complete freedom
comes
e) Make the holy, holier
still
3. Questions:
a) Is holiness stamped on
all we possess?
1) Domestic
2) Religious
3) Common and commerce
b) Is holiness our trademark?
c) Is this the product for
which we are best known
IV. God Rejects the Rejector
A. No more Canaanite
1. Means trader
2. Or Merchant
B. Stood for that which was alien
to God
C. The irreclaimably profane
forever shut out
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D. Are vIe of those for vihom this
end comes?
E. Is the Canaanite in our temple
or is the Holy Spirit?
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